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PREFACE.
.
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This selection of leading articles from the Peking &
Tientsi-n Times has been printed in response to requests from
_m any of our readers. It was obviously impossible to reprint all the leaders that have a pp eared in the pa per since
January 1st. Many of them are no longer of any interest
in vie,v of events which have happened since they occurred.
It is hoped that thls selection. will enable friends in China
and abroad to gain a clearer idea of the problems which
confront the civilized Powers in China, at the present day.
The articles are repri~ted in the exact form in which
they originally appeared. In one or two cases the Editor
might have made slight alterations in the light of fuller
knowledge, of the events treated, but it was considered best
to leave the articles exactly as they were written, any value
they may possess being due to the extent to which they
accurately interpreted the situation on the dates on which
they were first published.
THE EDITOR.
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A ·"mere policy of
1011ttle" he tells us," will not put
\le right with the ·Cantonese.

"T~ old cO'l'tdition, in China im-

po,e upon u, obligation, which
ffi.ust remain until . we are relieved
of them by negotiatwn." It must
have been clear to most of our
reatders for some weeks past that
the extremist elements among the
Cantonese-who, so the Jlanche,ter Guardian tells us, are not
~!even seriously connected with
Russian Bolehevism''-have been
endeavouring to ·f orce matters to
an issue at Hankow. They have
continuously
and
truculently
truculently,
v,iolated the British municipal re:
re,rulations.
gulations. They have endeavoured by mass-meetings and parades
to work up animosity towards the
British. They have openly ad-,cat.ed measures which, if appli!_d-1 without resistance, would compe.1 every Briton to leave the
neighbourhood. And now matters
have reached a climax. And we
are witnessing the results of a
policy of patience and conciliation
when applied to a people who have
always interpreted every concession, and every act of · forbearance
as symptomatic of weakness or of
fear.
The situation has been growing
increasingly menacing for several
~;ye __past, at Hankow.
While
~re at hom~ have Mp!t sn~ring
-~ • : tat ''.alanmet" and, ·"panicky•'
~ whi~ have been telegraph111l, ftom tllat oity, and ..the British
..~ 1-••n ~ in-

~t:' t£;~·:'1 :T::=~n~
..• :
.

its nationals, the Cantonese extremists have been working, without concealment, to bring about
a crisis .which would compel the
British .Authorities to take action.
Acting, we suppose, under the instructions of the Home Government, the local British authorities
have displayed amazing forbearance under intolerable provocation.
'rhey even. went to the length of
permitting
armed
Cantonese
troops to enter the Concession and
seize motor cars which were alleged
to
be the , }'J.V}''OJ.
property
of Mar'CCU
IIV
IIJ
U.L
JU.II,.("•
shal Wu Pei-fu or his subordinates;
ordin~tes; and'. of tolerating the
paradmg of inoffensive
parading
mo:ffensive Chinese
through the main streets by
ft~-!L- . ,,_,:_,._~ft ,,
"''--~-- a_
strike
· ''pickets.''
Then for
time, there was a stiffening of our
attitude. Marines and Volunteers
were stationed on t.he Concession
boundaries to prevent the incursion of rioters or soldiers, and
there was a slight improvement in
local conditions. During the past
few days, however, there has been
incident after incident, in which
bloodshed was only averted by the
exemplary patience displayed by
the Naval landing parties and the
volunteers. British Marines and
Bluejackets have been stoned, usaulted, and beaten by the Chinese mobs, and yet, up to the preRent have refrained from using
any weapon but a bayonet. Communist meetings have been held
by Cantonese cadets on the . l)ritish Bund, and there ·have 'been
repeated attempts on the part of
OantiOllese troc,pa to land ill~ "'.01'
UC

llli'O ,

marc)a; throu,h the streeti ~t ·tlle
Conoauion . .
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scuttle'' has become the policy of ture to suggest that any resumpthe British Government; and that tion of conversations between the
the · oft-repeated pledges of its new British Minister ·a nd the
spokesm~n that the lives and pl'O- "Minister for Foreign Affairs" 0£
perty of British subjects in China the Canton Government will be
wiJl be adequately protected, are impossible until this outrage has
all moonshine.
The Cantonese been redressed, and apoJogized for.
have not shown the slightest· dis- British prestige could only be reposition to control or repress the duced to a lower ebb than it : is
anti-British agitation since their to-day by conversations with a readvent at Hankow, and no sel£- presentative of the Southern Govrespectin'g Briton will desire to re- ernment, either in a Concession
main there if it is made clear that forcibly occupied by a Chinese
surrender to the mob is to become mob, or in a foreign hotel in the
the policy of the British Authori- French Concession at Hankow.
ties 'from now onwards. We ven-
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AFTER HANK OW?
(Tientsin, January 10, 1927).

JF

a Liberal, instead 0£ a Conservative, Ministry were in
office in Great Britain, to-day, and
the course · 0£ events in Hankow
had been the same, the first thing
.t hat would happen on the reassembling 0£ Parliament would be
the · moving 0£ a Vote 0£ Censure
by the Conservative Party. ]for,
as'the Times puts, it, the complaint
against the Government to-day is
not that it protects its nationals,
but that it does not protect them
effectively. We are constantly
being told that the Home Governm·e nt is much better informed of
the · situation in China than most
Britpns living in this country.
Either this . is a grotesque exaggeration, or, being better informed, it has deliberately chosen to

neglect its responsibilities in the
hope, somehow or other, 0£ mu<ldling through. The situation at
IIankow has been dangerous ever
since the irrnption 0£ the Cantonc-se on ·the Yangtze. It has been
critical for at least six weeks past.
The Secretary of State for Foreign A ffafrs admitted, in the
House 0£ Commons, on November
29, that he had received a cable
from Hankow stating that the
"situation was very grave indeed;
and that they al'e in daily expectation 0£ an incident which will involve · blood8hed, having serious
consequences! and that our naval
forces at present there are not
considered adequate for the protection 0£ British subjects", and
added 'that the matter was under
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,. ,,~local •.Jlmaorial to.- our dead.
10iiiuae- the lllffll · ihreat of
of . his anceetral
... ·• Hfficient to coeroe ·him
:iillo·· ;-aliaoat any - line of action,
,. . . . . .. foolislt and ·lllldeairable,
. . . Jus penecutora may deaire.
damage- to-and defacement of
.... Oenotapla, in Chinese · eyes,
... , ,a far graver a.ifront - than
y..W .han .been the tearing down
8".,dt,stmot1on of the British
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We oan only r.,ue at the feelinp of the Brit11h community at
lliankow regaraing what they must
.Jn.nih.1,17 look .upon as a betrayal
llj Aaheir Goverament. The fact
tlaal only one of them in addition
to't the , Couul-General -attended
the meeting with llr. Chen seems
a:; ...ftiei•• iadication of their
--~pere.tioii .M d •mplete lack :.8'
• - •·• in taeir,· own., . and · tlie
·r: 61Jti.>miea. ·The
M llll'il·oa.•·. !' conu.Qity ·... . . ,.,·:to
.-tW~ Yie•, jud,uar·froa·ita
~t.er lleana1. Jlr. Chen's
•111.Je«I .•&11l"8.11.0ea tut ''t.he Na-

· a.m_,·

and Ame'ricans in Hankow alike
tegard · ·the auurli.ncee · of ·the
spokesman of the Nationalist Go•ernment as humbug. . We won~:J
when people in Eu~pe
America will be· disil1U1ioned.
General Chiang Xai-shek tells a
newspaper representative that the
elimination of Christian mi1Bions
is not part of the programme of hie
Government, and this assuranoe u
complacently acc~pted in spite ot
the record of the Nationalist forces
wherever ·they have been. Canton.
Swatow, Changsha, and numerous
Protestant and Catholic mission
stations in Kwangtung, Hunan,
and Kiangsi reveal the . truth,
which is not consistent with ·General Chiang's pledges. Ill-inlonned writers in Europe and America
rhapsodi-.o over the efficiency ·and
pt"og,011iven,sa .of the O~a;~ ..
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merce at Hankow, at which the
latter frankly stated that the
r&sumption oi business was impossible while the British and
Americnns refused, and advocated
the return to the old conditions of
Ilritish administration. It is to

be hoped ~at Britons and Americans alik'-. will persist in their
refusal to resume business until
the datus quo ante has been
restored. and they have satisfactory guarantees of protection ff'Offl
their own authorities.

)-••·••--+-(-A DIFFICULT PROBLEM.
--•

(Tienuin, January 14, 1927).

WRIT}~RS and speakers in Europe and America who are
constantly urging the surrender of
foreign rights and privileges in
China, may make out a . very
plausible case to those who read
or hear them, but when it come&
to any actual attempt to grant any
of the concessions for which a
noisier elements in China have
been clamouring for the past
eighteen months or two years,
the difficulties of dealing with a
nation which has no central government, and which is in the
throes of civil war, become immediately apparent. The American, British and Japanese Judges
who investigated the May 30 incident all referred to the Mixed
Court rendition question as one
of the causes of local unrest. The
rendition of that Tribunal appeared in the demands of the Student
and Street Unions, the Chinese
Ch.amber of Commerce, and the
Waichiaopu, and was voiciferously
supported in Canton. With the
beet will in the world · the system
of judicial administration in a city

the stze of Shanghai cannot be
changed overnight.
But after
considerable negotiation between
the Consular Body and the local
Chinese authorities ( the Peking
Government having no authority
whatever in the district) a provisional arrangement for the
handing over of the Court wu
reached, and the transfer of the
tribunal took place on January 1.
Immediately, local Chinese organizations began to agitate
against the transfer. Telegrams
were broadcastmi throughout the
country announcing that the
jurisdiction of the Court would
never be recognized, and asking
"why could ·not · the · foreign nations wait a little longer and hand
over the Court to the prope:r authorities, instead of handing it over
to Sun Chuan-fang·? Who the
"proper authorities" are is not
specified, but presumably the Nationalist Government is intended.
It was, of course, impossible for
the local Consular Body to hand
over the tribunal to an auti.o.ity
actually at war with the authority

JO
controlling the Shanghai area.
Yet it is now considered a grievan.ce that rendition has taken
place, and the' very elements who
are constantly charging the Treaty
.PQwe1·s with procrastination, or
bad~faith in the fulfilment of their
pledges, are - criticizing them for
settling a definite time and date
for the transfer. It happens that
Marshal Sun Chuan-fang was in
control when the transfer was
effected. But if the Cantonese
should occupy Shanghai during
the next few months, we shall
doubtless find the adherents of
Marshal Sun, and of the Northern
.Militarists, shrieking denunciations of the rl'reaty Powers for action prejudicial to their interests.
The same difficulty is experienced with almost every other
"right" for which the Chinese are
clamouring. Kuomintang agents.
have been entering the Foreign
Concessions at Hankow, and
seizing property alleged to belong
to their political enemies, and
would doubtless have seized their
persons, also, had they been discovered. One of the evil effects
of "foreign imperialism," so they
maintain, has been the immunity
of Chinese political · agitators of
the opposite camp, within the Foreign Conce~sions. But let the
British Authorities in Tientsin
coJnply with a request from the
local authorities to effect arrests
within an area which ·w as only
~ , over · to their municipal
eontrol on condition that warrants
ianed ,by th& Oliinese authorities
wnW '9 executed "without fur.
tile .inquiry'~ · and ·· the British

Government <is accused of conniving at murder, of contravening
international law, and of violating
tho rights of Chinese citizens.
Simi}arly, when the British
Government proposes the unco~ditional grant of the Washington
surtaxes, the Southern Government, which has been claiming
and exercising the right to collect
these surtaxes wherever it has acquired control, denounces the proposal as marking an attempt to
furnish Marshal Chang Tso-lin
with a ·'gilt-edged security'', enabling him ''to float a loan to save
hiB inflated currency from collapse." In all the instances referred to, what the protesting
parties really want-though they
would then raise the roof with
protests against ''foreign imperialism" -is
"foreign inter'\ ention. '' Cantonese sympathisers
in Shanghai should be protected
from the jur,s idiction of the local
Chinese authorities by Foreign
Police or sailors.
Kuomintang
agitators in . Tientsin should receive, the same protection. The
right of the Nationalist- Government to collect and appropriate to
its own 11se the Washington surtaxes should be unconditionally
conceded. But the Foreign Powers should, at all ~oats, prevent
the Northern militarists from
exercising the same privile,e.
Nearly every protest emanatmg
from or inspired by the Nationalist Government is, in effect, a demand for foreign ·interve11tion in
its. favour. And it accompanies
the demand by ·a campaign of :in-
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timidation and violence which can
only be construed as a deliberate
attempt to compel foreign interve·ntion against itself.
The predicament in which · the
Governments anxious to maintain
friendly · relations with the Chinese find themselves would be
ludicrous were it not so very
dangerous. You have · on the one
side a party which, while it has
made rapid progress during the
past few months, does not possess
effective control over one-third of
China, which is doing everything
it can to embarrass and humiliate
the foreigners, and which yet
elaims that it alo:Q.e · is to be regarded as representative of the
Chinese nation. On the other
hand, are a group · of militarists

who, whatever · their shortcoming
--which are glaring enough-ha•«
discountenanced mob viblence ~
the
hc;,lesale repudiation tit
treaties, and wJw, between thera,
still control two-thirds of China.
The Powers, whose ol!l.ly interettt
is to see a peaceful and . united.
China cannot placate the Southerners, without acts of deliberate
hos.tility to the Northem Militarists.
To concede · the pretensions of the N ationaliets would
not merely mean to take words
for deeds, but to ignore the rea,li..;
ties of the situation. Yet eaeh
day makes a policy of strict
neutrality and non-interventum.
more difficult, and more periloua.:
What is the end to be P
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--~)-••·•-..+-(-LLOYD G'EORGE'S . LATEST.
(Tie·n t,in, January 24, 1927)~

,/

THE

Rt.. Hon. David Lloyd Hankow and other cities on the
George' has made p. belated ancl Yangtze. The British communitt
adroit attempt to repair the harm at Hankow-which has never ltad
done by •his unfortunate speech at the reputation of being panicky~
Bradford on December 1. But we had sent an· urgent appeal for ad•
do not think that anyone familiar quate protection to the Home Go
1rith the facts of the situation will emment. The official spokesman M'
find his latest effort convincing. the latter, while repeatedly an~
When he committed the Bradford most solemnly affirming the G
blunder he and .everyone else who emment's desire , to avoid any lt
hatJ been following the China tile or provocative aotioa
situation in the Home Pre88 should China had, ~ a precauti
haft realiaed that a situation of th~ measure, detailed certain :na't'al
utmoet gnvity had developed at info~ments for service · tit~ Fa
I

q
East. It must have been obvious to
anyone with the slenderest know~ dge of the situation in China that
the despatch of a few additional
Cruisers and DetiJ'oyers must be
for protective duties only; even
Mr. Lloyd George, who has more
than once posed as an authority on
strategy, could hardly imagine that
Great Britain was going to make
war upon "an empire of 400,000,000 civilized people" with :fleet of
two or three ~ore vessels, none of
them more powerful than an armoured cruiser. Yet for the obvious
purpose of making political capital
Qut of our troubles in Ohinaignoring the truth'., and showing
utter indifference to the peril of his
countrymen and countrywomen in
this part of the wodd-he made a
speech sneering at "panicky appeals for aid'' ; deprecating the
tell of ''men-o!-war, aero~·· :. · .ea and all the mechanism of

that they (and other foreigners)
had a "black record", anq were
" suffering from the results of their
own greed." "Let the Washington decision be carried out before
we decide about sending :flotillas to
bombard their cities", said the exPrime Minister, who evidently imagined, with others of his ill-informed countrymen, that the implementing of the Washington surtaxes would give satisfaction
throughout China.
A few days later ''David Lloyd
George", who has become a regular contributor to an American
syndicated news service, produced
an article on China. From it _we
learn that the entire foreign
population in China., would not
greatly exceed 100,000.
(The
latest available figures are over
336,000). He waxes ,enthµsiastic
over the capture ·of Foochow; lays
emphasia upon the fact that mc:it
!. .·: < . ,·.· •. .• ;.' to
..
Ch
. ina; alleging.. that their foreigners live "within sight of
~ .· · tch
produced "the danger of navigable waters", where "it
·., iae-.itabJe mcidents which ougllt not to be difficult for · ti.,
r _" . : - ~~k•·, Moodahed"; and
COJllbined naval force. ~of . al.I- the
~ · :,·-tJ .j;h,e ..Pt.ion tha~ "the Po••n, to d;ord ·adequa,-·:· proteo~ ·
. · :•·1 '~· ~itiq Oluneee to re- tic>1t·..to . those small comm'UD.itiea'.~1;.
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And with impudent inconsistency
he admits that "public opinion in
their own countries strictly demands that everything possible be
done to afford protection to those
who liv& within reach of the guns
of a fleet" -against the reinforcement of which he had protested at
Bradford. ·
A few weeks passed, and the
course of events in Hankow bore
out the "panicky appeals for aid"
from Hhnkow.
The Nationalist
Government with its Russian and
Russian-trained
agitators,
descended upon the Wu-Han cities,
and, from Borodin and Sun Fo
downwards, engaged in an intensive campaign for the fomenting
of hostility towards the British,
and the incitement of t e labouring masses against their employers.
On January 4 the British community had conclusive proof that
Hiankow had not settled down to
· "a quiet life," and that adequate
protection could not be afforded by
the available naval forces. The
British authorities on the spot, relying upon "the able body of
men" which "rules with firmness
the territories it holds'' withdrew
the naval landing parti.es, and a
few hours later found the Concession overrun by a howling mob,
which defaced the Cenotaph, and
attacked every foreigner who appeared in the streets. It became
neJ'essary hurriedly to evacuate
British women and children, who
pre811mably, should have comfort-

ed themselves in their misery with
the reflection that they were "suffering from the results of their
own greed" and acclaimed Mr.
Lloyd George's sneer at those who
suggested that the Reds were inciting the Chinese to rebellion and
bloodshed. For the past fortnight
the remaining members of the British community have found it necessary to suspend business and
take shelter in a building on the
Bund. And from all parts of the
interior have come stories of hardships and outrages endured by Britons who hav~ been . endeavourinlX
to obey the orders of their Government to leave their homes.
The British Government, awake
at last to the fact that it has not
concentrated forces sufficient to
protect the lives and properties of
its Nationals in China, has ordered strong Naval reinforcements,
including a detachment of 1,000
Royal Marines, to proceed immediately to the Far East, and is
holding four Battalions of Troops
ready for immediate despatch, if
required. In addition, therefore,
to the despatch of "men-of-war:
aeroplanes and all the mechanism
of war,'' military protection of
British subjects is contemplated
should it be required.
And now come$ Mr. Lloyd
George wit.h a self-satisfied smirk
and asks hie -followers to "give
the Foreign Seci-etary the utm08t
help against the attack · of · evil
counsellors" - referring,
pre-

u
~ably to those who anticipated
1"1'.at wa~ coming and urged that
tb~,
.. >, n~e88ary · precautions should
he ad~pted ;in good time. With
~ical audacity he •pretends that
'JIA ~radford he was merely followml'.t~e traditiopal policy of Bright
Oobden "namely, whilst
~ g the utmost u; protect British
l,:ves and property to, extend to
P,Jp~a f~ll . repog!li~ion··: o~ :~er
ff.tu~nal rights .and~ ma·~ .Justice
~t•d of . f qrce ,the' 'basre of our
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speech been adopted as the policy
of the present Government all
orders for Naval and military· r
inforcements ·would have been
countermanded, . and the British
communities would have ~een 'left
to ·bear the consequences. . Mr.
Lloyd George would . then, presumably, have invented some
additional reason why his felloweountr_ymen should receite nq
assistance or protection. In common with Viscount Grey
pre-_
fer the·.· more helpful con.t ii)utio~
of· M'r. ·R~msay MacDonald to~
discussion · of ·the Chinese q~eetion,
to the mischiev~us, ignorant~ and
irresponsible; · :Utterances - of· .. ··a
former :)>re:µiier ·,vhd; ·hav,1;11g seen
th~t: Chillf': ;was ·-~p,pe'ari:Ag, .in the
h:eadlin~ f ·t~e-' ·newsi;,aper,, .,~
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Governments have allowed us to
control, and where our people
have taken up their abode under
the security they believe the
Treaties gave us.'' After all. the
nonsense about the British position
in China that has been talked and
.written, in British Labour circles:
it is refreshing to find the Leader
of the Labour Party · frankly recogmzmg . the
Government's
obligations to its nationals. But
it would appear that even to-day
the former Prime Minister does not
fully appreciate the peril in which
British interests in China have
been placed by recent e~ents in
Hanirnw. He seems to place a quite
pathetic confidence in Mr. Eugene
<Jhen, and to beliJve that this
plausible and verbose person really
exercises some control over. the
mob-elements in South and y· <lChina. We wonder whether ii
would come as a surprise · to him
to learn that the gentleman who
talks · so grandiloquently about
"my Government" doing this, and
''my Government'' doing that,
was born on the other side of the
Globe, claimed British citizenship
until a few years ago, and, according to a Chinese news agency
recently explained away an order
attributed to him on the ground
that "through an error of the
translator the proclamation wa8
made to read that all anti-foreign
or anti-Christian movement shouid
be suspended." We believe it to
be · a fact that • Mr: Chen cannot

speak any Chinese at all except u
little Cantonese colloquial, and
that he could not write out thd
simplest Chinese proclamation in
his own hand. He occupies his
present position because of his
flu~nt knowledge of English, and
is the temporary mouthpiece, and
not in any sense the master, of the
Nationalist Government.
It is strange to find Mr. Ramsay
MacDonald, who recognizes that
the British Government must
'shoulder certain elementary obligations, expressing doubts whether
the precautions now being adopted
may not "produce the very situation that will in time be used as a
need for their employment." For
nearly every day is bringing its
tale of wanton outrage against British subjects, and wanton aestruction of British property, in the
territory
over
which
the
Nationalist Government claims
control, and it i~ daily becoming
clearer that the so-called Government in South China having
deliberately stirred up the masses
aga:nst the British, has lost control of them. • This is the only
logical ex·p lanation of what has
occurred during the past few
weeks--of
the
looting
of
Kiukiang, and the overrunning of
Hankow, of the destruction of the
A.P .C. installation of Siangtan,
and of such incidents as the invasion of Mr. T. V. Soong' s office
by the mob, and the detention of
the British Postal Commissioner at
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Hankow, and of other Postal
officials
at
Changsha
and
Kiukiang. }.,or if one suppose-a
that these successive outrages have
be.en- organized and carried out
under the orders of the Nationalist
Government, it is no longer a question whether the need for the
employment of British armed
forces will arise. It ha, arisen.
Acts of war have been committed
which cannot be ig~ored.
And
wherever there are important British communities in Nationalist
territory, a repetition of these
outrages must be expected at any
moment.
There is another point about Mr.
Ramsay MacDonald's latest letter
to the Daily H eraul that deserves
attention. It appears that he has
advised "the Labour movement to
keep in touch with Mr. Chen, as
well as their own Government, and
to ple"-d in the strongest terms for
both sides to negotiate before using
force.'' Now M:r. Ramsay MacDonald himself has held the important positions of Prime Miniater and Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs. He must know,
even though no such crisis as this
~ose during his term in office, the
extreme difficulty, of negotiations
with 8.Jl unreasonable or hostile
Go-:vernment. He must surely reoqguise .the embarrassment that
JWIM ·be eaused , to the officials
- ~··• ~ with tliis reap<>1'• hiliQ- _1,y .~he Govenunent, by .~he
interv~ntion of irresponsible third

parties. What, for instance, would
he have thought if during some of
the complicated negotiations for
which he was responsible as Foreign Secretary, the British Unionist Party had endeavoured to
establish independent relations
with a political faction in one ot
the countries concerned P It has
been a tradition. in British political
life for many years past, to support ·
the Foreign Policy of the Governmen·t of the day-as Mr. Baldwin
put it when in Opposition-"pr,1vided that tliey practise a continuity of foreign policy for this country and · a policy which will r:1ai11tain the honour and integrity of
this colbntry. I can promise this
Government, as I could promise
any other, that untjl such time as
we. are convinced that they are departing from that continuity we
shall ":upport them as we should
support any othef Government, regarding, as we do,' the unity of
the country in the face of the
world, in its foreign _affairs, as of
far more importance than any temporary advantage which we might
snatch by factitious partisan opposition."
Mr. MacDonald, unlike :Mr.
Lloyd George, does not .appear to
have en9eavoured to use the present crisis in China for purposes
of "factitious partisan oppOBition.''
But his advice to his followers to
keep in ·touch w.itb. a Ch'in~
official with •h~ .tle rep~tatives of · His·llafesty"a GO\'ernlllent
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are actually conferring, if followed, may produce serious consequences both for British and for
Chinese interests.
The Daily
Herald has published ludicrously
garbled accounts of the Hankow
incident, presumably because Mr.
Chen and his propagandists on the
China Information Bureau keep
m touch with British Labour

and spoon-feed it.
Mr. HaeDonald has been taken into the
confidence of the Government regarding the position in China. If
he does not trust it, let him openly say so. If he does, he ie not helping British or Chinese interests by
allowing his Party and its organ,
to be bamboozled by Mr. Eugene
Chen's specious propaganda.

- - ~ )...... • • •...C:('.---

ON THE BACK OF TH1: TIGER.
(Tientsin, January 26, 1927).

THERE is a familiar ring about
the statement issued by "the
Nationalist :Minister for Foreign
.Affairs" on Monday last. Many
of its phrases such as ''these
words are used advisedly," "in a
very real sense'', "it is historically true", "in terms of'' and "the
medievalism of the Mandarinate'',
have appeared, ad nauseam, in t.h~
columns of the ephemeral journals
of which its author has from time
to time been editor. It has been
concocted, of course, in the hope
of influencing opm1on abroad:
which, even in England, is prone
to accept any statement, however,
far-fetched, which reflects upc,n
Britons in this country.
Great
Brttain is arraigned in pompoutJ
language, for depriving Cnina of
"her
independence"
in
the
"opium wars" and the world is
as~ed to believe that it is "the

old iron of defeat in her flesh''
that is prompting "Nationalist
China'' to indulge in every form of
hostility towards the British and
their interests in this country.
Even to-day there are many people
in Europe and America who fail to
realize that Mr. Eugene Chen with
his white spats and his faultlessly
creased trousers is merely the marionette of the sinister Borodin .and
his agents, and that his carefully
turned phrases, and venom, towards the Empire of which but
a few years ago he claime4 to be
a citizen, are totally alien to Chinese thought.
"In a very real sense, it is historically true to state that the British having defeated China _in the
opium wan1, deprived_ her of independence," . writes Mr. Chen.
That, however, was· not the view
adopted by the orig~nal sponsors

'is
of' the Re~olution, some of whom;
at :any rate ·had a ;life-long knowledge ·· ·of .China, and could speak
and write ·Chinese. In one of the
first 3:>f 1the Manifestoes drawn up
by "the~- Republicans in 1911,
an:d· signed by the late Dr. Wu
Ting:.fang, we: read: . .
,·, Th·e foreign P~":ers i~di~idually and . collectively have stood
hammering at the door of China
for centuries p~eading for the diffusion of knowledge, a reformation of national services, the adoption of Western sciences and
industrial processes, a jettisoning
of the crude, out-of-date and
ignoble . cqncepts which have been
multipJied . to keep the nation
~ithout . tp.e pale · of the great
family · constituting ..the civilized
world. They have failed.
.,..,~~re " ar,e fighting to be men
~-~ the :~world; we are fighting to
cast ~ff an oppressive, vicious and
tyr~n:Q,.ous rule that' has beggared
and disgraced China, obstructed
a~d. defied £oreign nations, and
se~ back t~e clock of the world.''
.And this is _what Dr. Sun Yatsen had to say jn the first official
Republican Manifesto, -_which was
countersigned by Dr. W µ Ting·fang ,-~· and issued on Jan~ary 5,
1912:..;
•. ''Prior. to .tlie =usurpation of the
Throne by the •Manchus the land
was= open ·· to • foreign intercourse
and- religious tolerance existed, as
is ,evidenced--bf. the . w!itings . of

·Marco Polo and the' inscription on
the · Nestorian tablet 'at Sianfu. .
"Dominated by ignorance and .
selfishness the Manchus closed the
land to the outer world and plunged the · Chinese people in to a state
of benighted mentality, calculated tt> operate inversely to their
natural talents and · capabilities,
th us comm'i tting a crime against
humanity and the civilized nations
almost i:µipossible of expiation.''
And he then proceeds to set
forth a list of alleged crimes and
_oppressions which, if true, would
have convinced any reader that no
self-respecting foreigner could possibly have lived in this country
without special imnr~mities.
In 1911-12 the · f~unders · of the
Republic regarded the "hammering at the door" of the Foreign
Powers . as praiseworthy. 'r.o-day,
the· self-constituted spokesmen of
the Chinese people pret~nd that it
was an act of imperialism which
justifies economic reprisals, not to
mention attacks by frenzied mobs
upon foreigners and their property.
.
·•' Mr . . Eugene Chen of Trinidad
tells us that. Great Britain- has
nothing to £ea~ "when China under National leadership and rule
recovers her lost independence'';
that she will· not · revert to the
"methods of barbarism of Chang
'l'sung-chang' '· '' or
reintroduce
"the feudalism · of Chang ,Tsolin." · We might find rthis state-
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ment more reassuring if we were
convinced that China was. trying
to regain her independence under
National, and not under Soviet
leadership,, and if there were any
indications that we were soon to
enter upon this Utopian phase.
At present it is useless to ask
Britons who are compelled at sh9rt
notice to flee from their homes in
the interior to believe that they
can trust to the protection of the
Government
which
has
been
hounding the mob on against
them. And it is plain that the
British Government, for one, does
not share the view that ''to-day the
effective protection of foreign life"
and property in China does not
and cannot rest on foreign bay"7
onets and foreign gunboats."
·w ithin a few days of the despatch by the Nationalist Minister
for Foreign Affairs of a sarcastic
cable to the Daily Mail regarding
the refusal of the British community in· Hank ow to resume business,
which contained a declaration to
the effect that it was t,h e duty of
the Nationalist Government to protect the ' lives and property of
British subjects and other foreip:n
n·a tionals in Hankow and other

parts of China under its oontrol,
a general strike compelled British

residents to leave Changsha, and a
mob attacked and set fire to, the
A. P. C. Installation at Siangtan.
1
Within, a week of Mr. Che n's
warning · to British merchants and
bankers that their refusal to resume

business "may make for the permanent injury of British , .trade
and property in Hank ow,'' General
Chiang Kai-shek was telling a
gathering of Chinese merchants at
the Ningpo Guild that they must
"beat down the Hongkong and
Shanghai Bank" or they would
never be able to open their own
banks. The Nationalist authorities
have
encouraged
irresponsible
agitators to organize so-called trade
unions by the score in every city
they have entered, have prompted
them to make the most preposterous
demands of their employers, have
permitted them to have recourse to
wholesale violence and intimidation, and while withholding protection from British employers, have
pretended that it is a grievance
that the latter do not resume business.
Chinese employers have
also suffered, and have had the
consolation of learning from _the
lips of General Chiang Kai-shek
that if the pickets make arrests or
commit unlawful acts, they ,13hould
not be regarded as enemies, but
should be given proper guidance
and advice. Doubtless the Chartered Bank Compradore, who was
seized and carried off for the
offence of speaking to a "British
Imperialist'' would consider this
very helpful advice.
The plain truth is that highsounding phrases, and pompous
perorations from the gentleman
who represents "my Government'·'
at Hankow, fail,and must continue
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to fail, to restore confidence among
the , British and other foreigners
until there is conclusive evidence
that the members of the Nationalist Government are capable of
acting up to their responsibilities,
as well as talking or writing about
them. The Chinese have a very
apt proverb to the effect that it is
difficult to dismount from a tiger,
And·· at present it is an untamed
tiger with whom foreigners have to
deal in Mid-China, ' whose savagery
seems only to be increased by the
protestations of its rider that it is
a nice tame · domesticated pussy-:cat

from whom those it encounters
have nothing whatever to fear.
Whether Mr. Chen wants to dismount and cannot do so for fear
of the effect of his white spats on
the beast, or whether he is enjoying his ride in spite of his carefully
creased trousers, we do not · know.
But it is the tiger, and not Mr.
Chen, with whom we really have
to reckon at the moment. And
even when it is advertised to represent "the real spirit of awakened China'' a tiger on the rampage
is hardly a promising party to any
serious negotiations.

----:;)~•-··•.....
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THE

OUTLOOK.

(Tientlin, Febuary 2, 1927).
THE policy of patience and conciliation is about to be put to
the supreme test.
The British
Government, in what must be regarded as a final effort to satisfy
the aspirations of the Chinese nationalists, ., has offered a series of
concessions which, as the Times remarks, are "too generous, perhaps,
to satisfy the hardly tried British
community whose enterprise and
ex.ample have been of infinite value
to China in the past.'' These concessions have been offered simultaneously in Peking and in Hankow, so that there can be no question of partiality to · North or
South. To the "hardly tried Bri-

tish community" the only really
satisfactory feature of them is that
they appear to command the unanimous support of all political parties in Great Britain. We must
derive what comfort we can from
the reflection that .a policy of conciliation, even when pushed beyond
the limits of prudence, is better
than no policy at all. It is at least
calculated to bring matters squarely to an issue, instead of allowing
them to drift on, steadily getting
worse and worse, for months on
end. Seldom if ever has any publicly announced foreign policy of a
British Government received such ,
unanimous endorsement from all
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parties in the State.
The new
British proposals have been publicly commended by Liberal and
Labour politicians, and by newspapers of all shades of opinion.
That does not, in itself, show that
they are wise, for the ignorance of
things Chinese of most British
politicians, is notorious. It does,
however, indicate that in the event
of the British concessions being
interpreted as a sign of weakness,
and encouraging · the Chinese extremists to indulge in further excesses, the Government will have
the whole nation behind it in protecting the lives and property of
British subjects in this country.
There is some difference of
opinion at home regarding the advisability of sending out so large
a military force for the protection
of Shanghai even in the Labour
Party. Mr. Ramsay MacDonald
takes the view that the despatch
of this expedition is provocative.
Mr. J. H. Thomas, however, in the
course of a most courageous speech
at Newton Abbot, stated that he
did not feel any apprehension on
this subject.
He did not know
whether it was necessary to ~end
troop8 or not; that was a matter for
the Government of the day, with
fuller know ledge, and fuller responsibility. But he did not hesitate to say that if troops had to
be sent to protect British nationals,
he would infinitely prefer them to
send a big army, rather than an
handful of soldiers. The egregious

Mr. Cook is reported to have denounced British policy in China,
but he can no longer be considered
a really serious factor in domestic
politics. There is no indication, as
yet, that British Labour, or any
considerable section of the British
electorate, is willing to take its instructions from Moscow.
The most curious feature of the
present situation in the Far East
is the apparent rapprochement between Tokio and Moscow.
Since
January 18 Baron Shidehara has
made a series of platitudinous
speeches on the subject of Japanese policy towards China. They
contain no concrete proposals, but
reveal a marked divergence from
the Dritii,h point of view, particularly in connection with the
Washington surtaxes and the necessity for military precautions at
Shanghai. In spite of what has
occurred at Hankow, Kiukiang,
Foochow, and other places under
the control of the Nationalist Government, the Japanese Foreign
Minister naively pretends that
there is no cause for apprehension.
His speeches have been greeted
with professions of approval both
at Hankow, and at Moscow, and
have resulted in the fatuous interview with the "Acting Russian
.Ambassador" at Tokio which we
print this morning, and which professes to see an identity of policy
on the part of Russia, China and
Japan. It would all be very amusing were there not good grounds
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for btttievin·g thil.t it conceals some
deie~laid : scheme, the · details of
ioh ·•will -only gradually become

known. There are, however, various, straws which suggest the dir~tion of the .wind. _ It ·seems to be
aia · established fact that wherever
riotous mobs have been turned
loose upon the British, particular
pains have been taken to avoid any
incidents with the Japanese. They
are reported to have been told,
· while the mob · was actually overrunning ·t he British Concession at
Hankow, that under no circumstanee& would an attempt be made to
recover the Japanese Concession by
mob violence.
It is significant
also, that at this particular juncture, when labour in the Wu-Han
citieB is in a state of ferment, and
no industry can be conducted with
any confidence, the ,Japanese Government should have advanced a
um of two million yen to the
Hanyehping Iron Works. Japan
ootained a virtual monopoly of the
iron output of the Hanyehping
Company as a result of the
ultimatum presented to China in
May, 1915. This Company has
,uftered from political disturbances and mismanagement, and, as a
Japanese contemporary puts it, "at
one -t ime it looked as though the
Government had decided that to
make ·any further monetary advan·es · to -the Hanyehping Works
would merely _be throwing good
money after bad, but the fact they
have · no\f.:deeided to take the risk

is · a clear indication· of the• areat
valu_e they place on making sure
of an uninterrupted supply of iron
ere .from a source which they
could, if necessary, control -by
military means, in . the -event of
their being cut o:ff from other
sources in wartime." It might
also. at this juncture, be susceptible of the interpretation that
for reasons best known to itself,
the Japanese Government is- subsidizing the Nationalists at Hankow. That would certainiy be the
construction placed· by the Japanese Press. on · the news that two
million dollars had -been advanced
by the British Government to any
undertaking under official control,
in the Wu-Han area.
The first reactions to the latest
British proposals can hardly be
considered promising.
On Monday t-he W aichiaopu forwarded a
formal protest against the despatch
of British troops for the protection
of Shanghai, containing what, in
the circumsta~ces, are ludicrous
assurances regarding the ability of
the Chinese Government ·to maintain order within and without . the
Settlement. Late the same night
a Mandate was issued dismissing
the Inspector General of Customs,
on· the ground of his refusal to col.:.
lect the Washington surtaxes until
all of the Treaty Powers had
u.greed. Sir Francis Aglen is, ii
is true, a se:rvant of the Chinese
Government, but, as such, he has
no· juri~diction over the · nationala
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_P~wers e:njoying _e4 traterritqr:ial
ri~hts, and whatever , . Pek_ing
migl).t teU him to do, he cpuld n.ot
enforce ta~ation upon the Japanese, · while their Government instructed the~ r'i.ot to pay it: His
arbitrary dismissal, whjle he .is absent from Peking endeav9uring to
make satisfactory arrangements
for the continued functioning of
the Customs in Mid-China, seems
to indicate a belief that following
upon the communication of the
British proposals, no further respect need be paid to any British
rights or interests. The removal
-

any
trol,
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0£ Sir F;ran,cii; Aglen at ,this ,juncture may . have most' serio~s con~
seq uenres, . a~ confidenc~. in : ·the
entire isst1.e· of Domesti.c Bonds depends. upon · his control of the
security, . and service. It ~ay also
imperil t:P,e unity of the Customs
administration, already threatened
by the attitude of the N ation'a list
authorities. Coming immediately
after presentation of the :British
proposals, it can hardly be .regar
ed as indicating any r.e al wish on
the part of the Peking Government
to retain British friendship and coope.ration.

·-•-<--

THE BRITISH PROPOSALS.
(Tientsin, Febuary 5, 1927).

AS

i he British proposal~ to the

waive the right of attendance of a British

Chinese authorities at Peking and Ilankow are certain to be
frequ ently 1·efe1Ted to during the
nex:t .few week , we are reprinting
them this morning as a special
Supplement, in a form in which
they can he kept handy for future
reference. It may not, however,
be out of place, here, to indicate
more fully than the text discloses,
the scope of the British concessions. The proposals are seven in
numhn. rrhe fir t reads:

representative at the hearing of such cases.

( I)

His Majesty• s Govern~ent are pre-

pared to recognise the modern Chinese Law
Courts as competent Courts .for ca~s brought
by_ British plaintiffs or c;omplaina~t~.'- ,n.d to

Under Sec. II, sub-sec. III of
the Chefoo Agreement of 1876,
and (by the operation of the
" most favoured nation" clause)
by virtue of Art. IV of the SinoAmerican Treay of 1880, a properly authorized official 0£ the
plaintiff's nationality was to be
allowed to attend the trial 0£ a
defendant or accused, to be treated with the courtesy due to _his
position, to be granted all proper
fa cilities for w.atchi~g t~e proceedings in the interests of justice, to
have the right. to . examine and
cross-exami~e wit:Q.~sses,. , and to
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protest against . the· proceedings if
dissatisfied. This privilege was
reciprocal; that is to say while it
could be claimed by the British
authorities in the case of the trial
of a Chinese on claims brought, or
crimes alleged, by a British subject, it could also be claimed by
the Chinese where a British subject was the accused or defendant.
Since the establishment of modern
Chinese Courts the exercise of this
right by Foreign Consular officials
has been stubbornly resisted. It
has been enforced in some important cases (notably at the trial of
the murderer of Mr. and Mrs.
Gumpert in Tientsin and of the
alleged assailant of Mr. Bessell at
Peking), but the claim has in almost every recent case been opposed by the Chinese, and has led
to constant friction and delay.
(2)

His Majesty• s Government are pre-

pared to recognise the validity of a reasonable Chinese Nationality Law.

This proposal is apparently designed to meet Chinese objections
to dual nationality on the part
of persons of Chinese descent,
born, or naturalized, in a British
Colony. As great care is exercised before British protection is accorded to persons in these categories, it may be doubted whether
the Chinese have had any reasonable grievance in this connection.
(3) His Majetty •• Covemment are prepared to apply a, far a1 practicable in the
British
CiTI1

Courb

in China the modem Chinese

and Commercial

Codes-apart from

procedute Codea and those affecting personal
,tatua--and duly enacted subordinate legislation u and when such law.a and regulations
are promulgated and enforced in Chinese
Courts and on Chinese citizens throughout
China.

The application of this propobal
may prove to be extremely difficult
in practice, for no Chinese Civil
Code has yet been promulgated,
and the only substantive Civil
Laws which were brought to the
notice of the Commission on Extraterritoriality, were the Law of
Mortgages ( of Oct. 1915) and Reg·ula tions relating to the Examination of Title Deeds (Jan. 1914).
As regards Commercial laws, the
same authority states that: "there
is as yet no unified commercial
status in China. The Ordinance
for the General Regulation of
Traders, and the Commercial Associations' Ordinance, which fall
within the general category of
commercial law, are the only general rules in force together with
certain special commercial laws."
It is difficult to see· how many of
these special commercial laws
could be enforced without relinquishing
British
jurisdiction,
which, of course, is out of the
question while the present chaos
in the judicial administrat10n continues.
(4) His Majesty•, Government are prepared to make British 1ubject1 in China liable
to pay such regular and legal Chinese taxation not involving discrimination a1ainst Bri-

tula tubjecta or British good,, as is in fact
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If the proviso at the end of this
proposal be strictly adhered to,
British subjects will have little to
fear from their liability to Chinese
taxation. All kinds of taxation
laws have been promulgated in Peking and the Provinces, most of
them without any legislative
authority. An Income Tax Law,
authorizing the imposition of income tax ranging from ½ per cent
to 5 per cent, on a graduated scale,
on incomes of between $500 and
$500,000 per annum, was promulgated in January 1914, and
was supposed to come into force
on January 1, 1921. It has remained a dead letter, and it is
scarcely pos8ible that the British
Government will tolerate the singling out of its nationals for the
imposition of this or any other tax
to which Chinese citizens may be
legally liable, but which, in a
actual practice they never pay.
(5) His Majesty's Government are prepared, as soon as a revised Chinese Penal
Code is. promulgated and applied in Chinese
Courts, to consider

it• application in Bri-

tiah Court• in China.

cone pre-

liable
tua-

in fact

This proposal need occasion no
apprehension. The present Chinese
Penal Code is "admittedly defective," and is undergoing revision.
The new draft is stated to meet
"most of the criticisms of the Provisional Criminal Code made by
the Commission at its sessions."
It is, however, Chinese procedure

that 1s most objectionable, and
that, we take it, could never be
adopted in any British Court. Ait
long ago as February, 1919, we
suggested that the logical solution
of the extraterritorial problem
would be found in the administration of Chinese laws in the Foreign
Courts in this country.
(6)

His Majesty' 1 Government are pre-

pared to discuu and enter into arrangements
according particular circumstances at each port
concerned for the modi6cation of Municipal

Administration of British Conceuion, 10 as
to brin; them into lines with the admini1tration1
of Special Chinese Administrations 1et up in
former Concessions, or for their amalgamation
with former Concessions now under Chinese
control, or for the transfer of police control of
Concession area, to the Chinese authorities.

This proposal as it stands is the
most objectionable of the whole
series. Even Sir Austen Chamberlain's stipulation in his Birmingham speech that the British communities would be assured of some
voice in Municipal matters, makes
it little more palatable. We have
witnessed, in Tientsin, the progressive deterioration of the former German, Austrian, and Russian
Concessions since they passed under Chinese police control. Our colUinns have frequently contained
complaints regarding the disgraceful condition of the roads and
Bund in the former Russian Concession. The ex-German Bund has
also been allowed to fall into disrepair. And only a few weeks ago
we published details of the scand-

2~
alous transaction by which the supply of electricity in the ex-German
area-with current obtained from
the B.M.C. Power station-had
been farmed out to the Pei Chen
Electric Co., Ltd. The ex-German
area · ha_s been purchasing current in bulk from the B.M.C.
at about seven cents per unit, and
retailing it at 25 cents, and the
enormous profits derived from this
arrangement are now, apparently,
to go into private hands, instead of
being used for the upkeep of roads
and trnblic works in the area. The
adminfstration of "former Concessions .now under Chinese control" iri. Tientsin has been characterized by graft and inefficiency,
and similar methods applied to the
British Concession would have disastrous results on property values
and Municipal Bonds.
There is
as yet, no mention of the withdrawal of ]?oreign Garrisons from
:North China. But if this is contemplated, and Tientsin is to continue to be the objective of rival
.armies. we can scarcely look forward to the immunity this area has
hitherto enjoyed while hordes of
Chinese soldiery have swarmed into the Chinese city, and robbed,
looted and blackmailed the unfqrtunate population.
The value of
land and buildings in the British
a.rea (if one estimates the total
rental assessment at approximately
ten per cent of the capital .value)
is in the neighbourhood of four
millions sterling. The assets of the

Municipality (which include- the
Electric Power 8tation, the Waterworks, 'the Grammar School, numerous buildings, and land to the
value of nerrly £400,000, ) exceed
£1,100,000, and there are loans
outstanding to the extent of over
£300,000. If these properties. assets and liabilities are to become
i.he sport of whatever militaTist
temporarily controls the city, foreign and Chinese residents alike
will soon have cause to rue the
British Government's decision.
Whichever of the three suggested
solutions is eventually chosen, we
sincerely trust that it will not be
the one that will bring the Britjsh
Municipal Area "into line with''
the special Chinese Administration
set up in the ex-German area.
(7)
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His Majesty'• Government are pre-

pared to accept the principle that British
missionaries should no longer claim the right
to purchase land in the interior, that Chinese converts should look to Chinese Law and
not to Treaties for protection, and that missionary educational and medical institutions

will conform to Chinese laws and regulations applying to similar Chinese institutions .

This proposal means the abrogation of Article VIII of the Treaty
of Tientsin, in so far as it applies
to Chinese converts, and the relinquishment of "mosi. favoured nation" claims under Article XIV of
the 8ino-Amerjcan Treaty of 1903
permitting Missionary Societies
"to rent and lease in perpetuity, as
the property of ;S~ch Societies,
buildings or lands in all parts of
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the Empire for m1ss10nary purposes." Acceptance ,:in principle,''
of the submission ·of ''missionary
educational and medical institutions'' to ''Chinese laws and regulations applying to similar Chinese institutions" may well have
far:-reaching and disastrous consequences on missionary activities.
Many such institutions have been
built and equipped with trust
funds, designated for specific purposes, and it seems incredible that
a Theological College, for instance,
could conform to Chinese laws and
regulations and still retain its
special character. If the Chinese
were in a reasonable f.rame of mind
this particular concession might
not be really dangerous. But they
- -+)......

t are pre-

-or perhaps we ought to say tlieir
Russian mentors-are not. Many
of them are engaged in a deliberate and intensive campaign to rnot
out Christianity, and destroy or
confiscate all mission educational
and medical in;titutions. Would
the
British Government,
we
wonder, accept in principle, a law
that Sundays and other Christian
festivals were to be given over to
communist or anti-Christian demonstrations in all schools and colleges? On the face of it the British
Government appears to have given
avrny, in principle, much more
than it could possibly have intended, had it considered the possibilities of abuse of this particular proposal.
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THE CUSTOMS CRISIS.
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(T1·e,n tsin, Febuary 8, 1927).
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sudden dismissal of Sir ton surtaxes on the instructions of
Francis Aglen, Irn~pector- the !)eking Government. It will
General of Customs, while he was be remembered that the British
actually at sea, en route from Government in its Memorandum of
8hang·hai to the North, raises December last, suggested that the
issueA of very grave importance. levying of these surtaxes should
Marshal Chang Tso-lin is saiu to be conceded unconditionally. The
have been extreme,ly annoyed at Japanese Government strongly
the visit of the Inspector General protested against this proposal. as
to Hankow and Shanghai, and his also did the Nationalist Authoriconversations with M.r. Eugene ties at Hankow. Nevertheless the
Chen at the former port. But the Peking Government issued instrucactual pretext for his dismissal is tjons that the surtaxes were to be
his refusal to collect the Washing- · levied throughout China from
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February 1. It is understood that
on further consideration most of
the Treaty Power Legations, with
the exception of Japan, decided to
offer no objection to the imposi-·
tion of these additional duties.
The practical question, therefore,
became to whom the collection of
the surtaxes should be en trusted.
The Customs Administration was
obviously the authority best qualified to undertake the collection,
but the Inspector General found
himself in an extremely difficult
position when ordered to use it for
this purpose. In the first place he
had already been ''ordered'' and
had refused, to collect the equivalent taxation in the South.
Secondly, the Nationalist Govern~
ment had intimated that if the
Surtaxes were collected by the
Maritime Customs the entire revenues of the latter in the ports
under its control would immediately be seized. In other words,
the present Customs Administration would be completely disintegrated.
The Southern Government was already collecting the
additional import duties by machinery of its own creation, and the
logical solution,
although it
might have led to much inconvenience and delay to importers, was
for the S orthern militarists to do
the same.
The
Inspector
General
of
Custome is a servant of the Chinese Government. Within reasonable limits he is bound to obey its

instructions. And he has done so,
in · the past, to an extent that has
caused considerable hostility in
Foreign Official circles, and in
South China. If was no part of
his adual duty as Inspector
General to undertake the service
of Domestic Loans.
He did so
against the wishes of the Diplomatic Body, and even went further,
at a time when China was in a
state of civil war, and undertook
the service of additional loans, the
benefit from which was confined
exclusively to the Peking Government and the militarists who controlled it at the time. A distinction, however must be made between the obligations he voluntarily assumed in connection with
the Domestic Loan service. and his
duties as Inspector General.
Though a servant of the Chinese
Government he is charged w11
certain definite duties to some of
the Foreign Governments. The
Mari time Customs Revenues form
the security, not only for the
Boxer Indemnity, but also for the
Uusso-},rench, and Anglo-German
Gold Loans (for paying off the
Japanese Indemnity) of 1895,
189G, and 1898.
The seventh
Article of the Loan Agreement of
1896, and the sixth of the Agreement of 1898, stipulate that "the
administration of the Chinese
Imperial Maritime Customs shall
remain as at present constituted
during the currency of this Loan."
The redemption of the 1898 Loan
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will not be completed until March,
1943. . And until that date the
Inspector General owes it to the
Chinese Government as well as to
the British and French Governments, to do his utmost to maintain the Customs Service intact.
His responsibility is the heavier
when, as at present, there is only
a nominal Central Government,
with no authority outside Peking,
which issues instructions calculated, if obeyed, to wreck the whole
Customs Service. ·
Even if the Powers chiefly interested in the maintenance of the
Customs Service are unable or unwilling to secure Sir Francis
Aglen's reinstatement, the issue
will not be sett.led by the tacit recognition of his successor. Mr.
Edwardes, who has been appointed
Acting Inspector General, will be
confronted with precisely the same
difficulties as his former Chief.
He may be quite as capable as Sir
},rancis Aglen of maintaining the
service of outstanding Foreign and
Domestic Loans secured on the
Customs revenues-if the latter are
forthcoming. But he will be helpless if the Nationalist Authorities
carry out their threat to seize all
the Customs Houses under their
control, and impound their collections. And if the pre-Boxer loans
collapse abroad, and the Domelitic
Loans go to pieces in China, the
national credit will receive a blow
from which it may never recover,
With the exception of the 1896

Gold Loan, what were formerly regarded as China's gilt edged securities on the London Market have
depreciated to approximately fifty
per cent. of their par value. Some
of the unsecured loans have dropped below twenty. The Domelitic
Loan market, in which there have
been violent fluctuations, has. on
the whole maintained a higher
level than the London Market. The
total amount of Domestic BondA
secured on the Customs surplus is
in the region of $250,000,000.
Them has, of course, been considerable speculation in them, but
a very large proportion are believed
to be held by the Chinese Banks.
and the disruption of the Customs
Service, and a drop of these Bonds
to the level of, say, the Vickers'
or Marconi issues would certainly bring about a serious financial
crisis in this country.
Marshal
Chang 1~so-lin and his adherents
may at the moment be pree11ing
themselves upon the blow they
fancy they have struck at British
interests by the Inspector-General's
summary dismissal. But Britain's
stake in loans secured on the Customs is not much, if at all, greater
than the Chinese stake in the Customs surplus, and if Marshal
Chang Tso-lin disrupts the Customs Service, and ruins a large
number of the Chinese Banks, he
will soon have little reason to feel
satisfied with has latest exploit.
We have not received any details
of the Inspector General's ac-
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tivities in Shanghai and Hankow, cepts the post, has to disrupt the
but it is not__ unreasonable to Service to satisfy the Northern
suppose that the main purpose of Militarists, Marshal Chang Tsohis journey to Mid-China was to lin' s high-handed action will have
devise some scheme -whereby the disastrous
effects
throughout
unity of the Customs service China. The Treaty Power Minisshould be maintained, regardless ters are understood to be absoluteof the surtax question and the civil ly unanimous in their opposition to
war. Whether this was . his mis- Sir Francis :A.glen's dismissal, and
sion, and if so, how far he succeed- to the adoption of any course likeed in his task, we do not know. ly to lead to the break-up of · the
If only the collection of the Wash- Customs.
-Unfortunately, howington surtaxes were at issue, and ever, protests without action, are
the Inspector General had proved likely to prove ineffective. · The
obstinate or unreasonable on this policy of concessions · -to · Chinese
point, them would be no cause £or nationalism has· created a widealarm over his dismissal. however spread belief among the Chine-se
much one might regret this arbitr- that the Powers, one and all; are
ary treatment of one who has spent now afra~d to s~a~d p _for 1.t~eir
practically all his life in the service Treaty rights. iA nd "it 1s a sad,
of the Chinese Government. There but incontes'table fact, that ·· the
are other members of the Service British Memorandum of December
over which he has presided, who last, whi~h was' inteb.ded by the
could step in to his place, and Government to be a gesture · 0£
acquit themselves worthily of its friendship and goodwill, first gave·
many responsibilities, including the Northern militarists the idea of
Mr. Edwardes, who has only re- imposing these surtaxes, and thus
. cen tly officiated in the Inspector led directly to the present Customs
General's absence.
But if Mr. crisis. ,
Edwardes, or anyone else who ac-
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NATIONALISTS AND . HOSPITALS.
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(Tientsin, Febuary 17, 1927).

"THE

Nationalists treat foreign
missionaries with every consi-

deration. The medical missionaries
are more popular now, as their
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services are greatly appreciated."
· This is the statement attributed to
r:Mr. 0. J. Todd, Chief Engineer
of the International Famine Relief
Commission who wa~ reported, in
the same interview, to have said
that "the talk of anti .. foreig:njsm
among them (i.e. the Nationalists) is pure bunk." W'h atever
Yiew ·the Chinese 1·adical may take
of tlie evang·elical and 01·dinary
educational work 01 the foreign
.missionary, one might I have expected him to appreciate 'the ,vork
done· by mission hospi tais · ·and
medical schools. Millions of dollars have been invested in ·these
institutions by China's well-wishers in Europe and America. Many
of them have been equipped with
the latest scientific apparatus for
tb ~ cure and diagnosis of disease.
They are staffed for the most part
with
fully
qualified
foreign
doctors, who at a fraction of the
salary they could earn in their professional capacity, wage constant
w-ar, · in the face of almost overwhelming odds, upon· disease of
every kind, anil annually save to
China hundreds of thousand~ of
her citizens who would otherwise
Hie, or be incapacitated by lingering -and painful diseases.
It
would, indeed, in · spite of the fanatical anti-foreign hatred~whi~h
~fr. · Todd describes as . "pure
hunJ<.'' ,-not oe surpri~ing to learn
that the Nationalists "greatly ap·preciated'' the servic~s. of foreign
medicai· missionaries. But tliey

don't. And it is sheer nonsense
to ask the public to believe that
they do.
In Canton and other cities in
Kwangtung, hospital after hospital, some under miss10nary,
some ,under secular, control, has
'been compelled to close down by
the acti'vities of the labour unions,
and the deliberately fomented insubordination of its staff. The
·latest to suffer in this manner is
the only hospital for the insane in
South China, the John Kerr Hospital° and ARylum, which has
found it absolutely impossible to
carry on under existing conditions,
and has consequently had to
relinquish the care of upwards 0£
:£our hundred mental patients.
. ''The medical missionaries are
more popular now." So it would
seem when one reads Dr. J. H.
:Foster's restrained narrative of
what has occmred at the Institution in which he is Associate Professor of Medicine-the Yale Mission }fedical College at Changsha.
·Dr. ·.F oster, who has had to leave
tor America, states that when he
left Changsha the private residence and offices of J a:rdine :Matheson & Co., had been· confiscated
for use as Chinese ·JJabour Headquarters; the Asiatic Petroleum
Co~'s offices had been looted, and
threats made to confiscate all oil
-in stock at jts installation; and
.Messrs~ Butterfield and Swire had
been compelled to close down.
wrhe talk of anti-foreignism.
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is. pure bunk.» Changsha was occupied by the Cantonese forces in
July, last. It has therefore been
under "Nationalist" control for
At first
about seven months.
there was little sign of hostility
towards foreigners. But in Octoher a Soviet Consul appeared on
the scene, and then, foreign missionarie'l and others beg·an to realize what it means to be treated
"with every consideration." Intensive agitation among the labour
classes followed. 'l'he first trouble
experienced by the hospit-al was
with its coolies. The agitation
then Rpread to the domestic servants of the Staff, then to the
nurses in the trainin£r school, and
finally to the .st-udents. Such of
the "demands" as could be granted, were conceded, only to result
in the presentation of a new and
.more unreasonable list.
The
nursing pupils, girls of about
eighteen years of age, formed a
Union of their own, and one of
their first demands was for the dismissal of Miss N. D. Gage, Dean
of the School, and President of the
.International Nur.s ing Association.
They further demanded that the
school should be operated by a kind
of Soviet Committee, composed of
representatives of the Faculty and
of the students, that no student
could be dismissed without the
consent of the Union, that the
Union should have the power to dismiss any of the Faculty of whom
is disapproved, and that one of the

Doctors be dismissed because, it
was alleged, he had been impolite
to the nurses. An attempt to
close the Nurses' School brought
threats of a labour strike. At the
end of December the Yale Mission
withdrew its financial support, and
the Hospital was taken over by the
''Government.'' The Chinese Dean
of the Medical School was forced
to flee, and the "Government"
threatened to confiscate all the
Mission property, valued at about
three million dollars. The Medical
School had to be closed in January
after further demands, including
one for the provision of a new, and
.modernly equipped gymnasium before China New Year had been
added to the students' list.
In Hunan, in Kwangsi, in
Kwangtung, in Hupeh, in Fukien,
in Kiangsi, the advent• of "Nationa]ist" control has mean the closing
flown or crippling of nearly every
big mission hospital. Mr. Todd
professed surprise at reading "reports in the Press about the Wuchow Hospital" which appeared to
l1im to be "pure propaganda
. spread with ulterior motives.'' Perhaps that would he a
fitting description to apply to the
authenticated narrative of Dr.
0. W. Leavell in a signed report,
extracts from which appeared in
these columns some time ago. The
experiences of Mission H043pitals
and other institutions in territory
under "Nationalist" cont-r ol suggest· that if Chinese appreciation
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and Qonsideration take
these
pecll liar forms, indifference or even
open animosity would be prefer-.
able. It is a curious form of appreciation that compels hospital after
hospital to close its doors, or submit to virtual confiscation, and
scores of experienced doctors,
nurses, and profes15ors to withdraw
from the locality in which they
have been labouring for the benefit
of the Chinese, and solely for the
purpose of saving life, and al-
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THE HANKOW AGRE'EMENT.
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leviating· suffering. Perhaps Mr.
Todd, who was only recently in
Hankow, could enlighten us as to:
the evidences of the popularity of
medical missionaries in that cent.re ..
Can he there, or anywhere else,
point to a Mission Hospital which
has benefited from the "appreciat.ion" of the '•Nationalists," and
found itself able to work with
greater efficiency since the advent•
of "Nationalist" control?

(Tientsi11, Febuatry 22, 1927).

JT

is officially announced that ' an
agreement was signed by Mr.
O'Malley, and Mr. Eugene Chen,
at Hankow, on Saturday evening.
At the time of writing no information regarding the details and
scope of this agreement is available. Presumably it deals mainly, if not- entirely, with the future
status of the British Concession.
We hope, however, that it embodies very definite undertakings in

regard to the further participation
of the ''Nationalist'' Government
and its agents in anti-British
agitations and propaganda. • '1,he
circumstances in which the agreement has been signed. are not sucli ,
as to inspire confidence. We are
not accustomed, even in these dass
when the voice of the pacifist, the
crank, and the communist, re-·.
sound throughout the land, to the
relinquishment of long-established ·
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Treaty rights as a direct result
of deliberately fomented mob
violence. It is all very well to
scoff at British "prestige" as a
worthless asset. It has been the
asset on which our entire trade in
China has been built up j n the
course of the past century; it is
the foundation of Great Britain's
position in India, and throughout
her Asiatic and African possessions. It has enabled a mere handful of conscientious British officials
to transform India, the Malay
States, and to come nearer-Hongkong-into prosperous, well-governed. and, on the whole, lawabiding possessions of the Empire.
The whole fabric of Occidental relations with the Far East has been
erected on that prestige, and it is
scarcely too much to say that the
position of the European and
American races in Asia depends
upon its maintenance. Any concession to mob violence, any di'lplay of weakness when confronted
with the malevolent activities of
Moscow, the re fore, may have far.
reaching, and indeed, incalculable
consequences, so far as British interests in Asia are concerned.

We have said that the circumstances in which the Hankow
agreement has been signed do not
inspire confidence. It is concluded with the Minister for Foreign
Affairs·, of a so-called ''Nationalist" Govern~ent, who, in association with his· colleagues . has . for

months past been engaged in waging a provocative and mendacious
campaign against the British Government, and the BritisJ1 nation,
unparalleled in modern history.
It ha~ been signed while, in open
defiance of om· Treaty rights. the
British Concession at Hankow is
under Chinese control. It Jias been
signed within a few da~'S of a
statement by Mr. R.odney Uilbert
in a Shanghai contemporary that,
at Hankow "foreigners still have
to be amused when spat upon, and
to control themselves when hit with
brickbats." It has been signed
when another British Concession,
at Kiukiang, remains in the occupation of Chinese sold1ery, who
have looted British properties, and
made it unsafe for British residents to live ashore. It l1as been
signed at a moment when events
at Shanghai, aimed, according to
one of the leading Kuomintang
propagandists who has recently
disclosed his plans to a Hankow
gathering, ; 'to devise measm·es
whereby u direct clash may be
brought about against the armed
influence of the Imperialists,''
threaten to develop into riot and
bloodshed. It is to the representali ve of the ''Government'' responsible for spreading the audacious
lie. that t-he Hankow Concession
was taken over "to deal with the
Hankow. massacre of January 3
committed
by \ the
British
~arines.," and, responsible also for

the
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the state of affairs referred to
above, that the repl'~sentative of
His Majesty has conceded additional respom:;ibilities and relinquished
further safeguards. Re has done
eo, of course, on instructions from
Home. But by any logical test
that one cares to apply, by any reasoning based on past relations
with Chinese extremists, the Hankow agreement can only be justified
aii a pure gamble.
The rights
which have been given up have
been conceded to a "Government"
which, though vociferous in its
professions of power and authority
has, as yet, given no evidence that
they nre more than professions: to
a "Government" which all available evidence suggests has fomented, and now finds itself unable to
control, class warfare and xenophobia in their most virulent forms.
Though the circumstances in
which the agreement was signed
arouse distrust, and afford little
ground for '>ptimism, and though
the entire history of occidental relations with China .seems to us to
refute the suggestion that a policy
of concession to violence is wise,
or fruitful, we must hope that the
Hankow agreement will prove an
exception to the general rule. I ts
value is likely to undergo an acid
t-est almost immediately, not only
in Hankow, in Kiukiang, and in
other places over which the
"Nationalists" at present claim
control, but at Shanghai, where
the mob-spirit is now being foment-

ed by "Nationalist" agitators.
The "Nationalists" have had the
clearest possible warning that mob
violence will not be tolerated-in the
Foreign Settlement at Shanghai,
and the presence there to-day of
some five thousand British troops,
and seven or more Ilritish warships, is ocular proof that this
warning must be taken seriously.
The purpose for which these forces
have been sent to Shanghai has repeatedly been stated by spokesmen
of the British Government, and
though, unquestionably, the utmost rest.raint will be used, there
can here be no question of British
forces withdrawing to hand over
the Settlement or any part thereot
to a howling mob. The position in
the Foreign Settlement is, anoma•
lously enough, being- rendered
more dangerous by the restraint
exercised by all the Treaty Powers. _
For whereas agitators are summarily dealt with in the Chinese
City-thirty to one hundred having
been executed during the past twp
days,-there appears to be rio interference with agitators, and little
attempt to repress intimidation, in
the Settlement itself. Refugees
are crowding into the latter, and
though some of the strikers have
resumed work, the Postal Service
is still paralysed by the activities
of pickets outside the main Post
Office. Forbearance seems to be
carried rather far when the employes of so vital a public ., ervice
are allowed to be intimidated in

~6

this manner, in the heart of the

it is that the first two days of an .
attempted · General Strike have
pas8ed without any really serious
disorders.

Settlement.. If there 'is any. satisfaction to be derived from· the
Shanghai situation at all, however,
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with m the same barbarous manbeen tried by a competent Court,
or that the sentence of death has ner.
It may be t-h at all or most of the
been confirmed by the Ministry of
condemned men richly merit their
Justice. Robbery, and speculation
fate. As few, if any, details rein, or the manipulation of, military
g-arding their trials are published,
notes now appear to be treated as
and he Te, as in the case of the
capital offences. .And executions,
actual execution, no attention
instead of taking plac,e by stranwhatsoever appears to be paid to
gulation, in the presence only of
the so-called laws of the Republic,
persons admitted to the prison by this is a matter on which it is imthe order of the Procurator or
possible to form a reliable opinion.
Governor, are conducted with
But it seems high time to enter a
the utmost possible publicity, and,
-protest against the brutalising
frequently, with the most shocking
effect of treating these executions
barbarity. The condemned men,
as a public spectacle, and pandertightly bound, are paraded through ing to the blood-lust of the mob.
crowded thoroughfares in carts, un- It is reported that one of the
<ler military escort. They are re"sights" witnessed by the Empress
viled by, and often revile, the
of Scotland tourists in Peking was
spectators. Arrived at the place
a public execution. Apart from
set apart for their execution, they
the questionable taste of those who
are surrounded by a in.ob which
attend such a spectacle from
watches the process, and applauds
morbid curiosity, it can hardly reor shows its disapproval of the
dound to the credit of the Peking
skill or lack of skill of the execuGovernment that one of the outtioner. Decapitation with a single standing memories of a brief visit
sweep of the sword 1s greeted with to the Capit-al must have been
vociferous approval; a clumsy ocular evidence of the contempt
stroke on the part of the execu- in which the law is held in this
tioner 2 requiring a further blow or country.
There was, of course, a time
blows to complete his odious task,
when
the hanging of condemned
is met with open disapproval: But
criminals
was regarded as a spect· a few weeks ago we recorded the
acle in Great Britain. That has
loathsome .s cenes that occurred in
not been the case since 1868, for
Peking when a Chinese chaff-cutfrom then onwards all executions
ter was experimentally used for the
have been carried out within the
execution of an alleged murderer,
precincts of a prison. The decap·
with such shocking results that the
itation in public of 28 alleged
, other condemned -persons shrieked
. criminals, ,s uch as took place in
· their protes~s against, being dealt
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Tientsin on Saturday, in the presence of enormous crowds was a
loathsome and degrading proc~eding, which would never to be tolerated by any really civilized community.
If the men deserved
death, and had been legally sentenced· thereto, the executions
·should have been carried out according to law, and not in circumstances · which prpmpted the victims to curse at and revile the mob
on the way to the appointed place,
and inspired the crowd to treat the
extreme penalty of the law as a
display of public theatricals. The
outrage committed upon a. foreign
photographer who was present, by
Chinese soldiery, suggests that
these gentry were ashamed ·of the
barbarity of the whole proceedings,
and anxious that no pictorial record thereof should be preserved.
There are persons with a craYing
for the morbid in every community, but we doubt whether, in any
civilized country a crowd of twenty
to thirty thousand persons could
watch, unmoved, the gruesome

THE WHISPERI-NG

spectacle of the decapitation, accompanied by serious bungling in
several cases, of 28 fellow-beings.
Most Chinese, as we know, are accustomed to sights and sounds
which would be considered revolting in the vVest. That, however,
rloes not appear to be a sufficient
justification for public spectacles
of this character which, instead of
arousing loathing £or the criminal
and his crime appear calculated
1-at,h er · to pander to man's most
savage instincts. 'A mob that will
gloat over the barbarous spectacle
i.:hat was witnesserl in 'fientsin two
days ago, is just the type of gathering that would revel in other gory
and lawless acts. Public executions
may have a salutary effect in the
midst of riot or commotion, when
drastic action is required to restore
order. But they are unnecessary
and likely to do more harm than
.good, when carried out in surroundings which suggest a public
fete rather than the expiation of
C'rime . .

~---~~(---

GALL·ERIES

OF

ASIA'

(Tientsin, March 8, 1927).

J~ORD Meston, who can speak
with exceptional authority in
regard to Asiatic psychology, recently ·w rote a timely warning regarding British policy in the ]'ar

East. "We have not realized,"
he said, "that every blunder,
every hesitance, every --:veaknesa
on our part in China goes ringing
down the whispering galleries of
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Asia, and weakens our wLole
po~ition in the East." It js 10 le
regretted that this warning },as
not been heeded by the British
Cabinet at home.
The Hankow
agreement was concluded ou instructions from the Foreign Office
without insistence upon what almost evel'Y Ilriton in the :Far l~ast
regarded ·as the indiRpensahl1J preliminary, namely, the return of
the British Concession to its lnwful authorities. And now we ~1.re
told that the British Concession at
Kiukiang is to be handed over tmconditionally to the "N ationa.list,
Government."
In many l'espects
this is a more disgraceful i:;urrender than that at Hankow. For
t11e Kiukiang- Concession was 1,ot
only overrun by a mob including
''Nationalist" troops, but the ref-idences of the foreign community
were broken into, systematically
looted, and used as dwellings and
offices by "Nationalist" soldiers
nnd offfoialA; and, according to the
latest advices, the foreig·n residents who remain are .st.ill . living
on hoard of a steamer anchored
alongside
Britjsh Deshoyer in
the river. We underi:;tood it to
l,p, the pohc·:v of t.he British Govemmeni, to negotiate, but not to
vjeld to violencf'.
The uncon~Jitional handing over of the Kiukiang- Concession at a time when
foreigners are still unable to return to their looted homes, even
tho gh a ·sum of •forty-thousand
dollar~ l1as been paid aA compensa•
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tion, 1s a sunen<ler to violencf,
tmcb as we have never witnesBed
in China since the early . days
Canton.
"\Ve do not propose here to rlisc·uss the probable effects of the
Hankow and Kiukiang settlements
in India or other parts of Asia,
l,ut to confine our attention for the
moment io the pos8ible consequences in China.
As we all
kuow, China to-day is in the
throes of a revolutionary civil
war. The extent to which genuine
nationalism plays a part it is difficult, to gauge. An overwhelming
majority of educated Chinese desire to see China take her place on
a footing of equalit.v "rith the
other nations of the world.
The
f•xtremists fatuou.;:ly expect to
achievP this objert by violence.
outrage and confiseation.
The
moderates, who now seldom dare to
raise their voices, favour its attainment by orderly and evolutionary
methods. The latter seek to repress, the former to foment~ mob
violence and every other form of
excess.
The extremists owe their
inspiration and encouragement to
Bolshevik agents , Russian and
Chinese.
As to the ex.tent of
Soviet influence, there has been,
and is, considerable difference of
opnnon. Sir Charles Addis, who
has not been in China for several
years, tells us that the anti-foreign
movement is not due to Russian
interference, and suggests that if
every Hussian m China were

in
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thrown ink> the Yellow Sea, it
wo.o.ld :qot.affect the national move.ment.. That is not the view of the
·re8ponsible officer.'!! of the Uank
with which he has for so ~auy
"years been associated. At : the ,
·•nnual . ~eeting of the Hongkong
and Shanghai Bank, last vear,
the then Chairman, Mr. G. M.
· ·Young, stated that "for the
moment the excitement engendered by the unfortunate 'Shanghai
~air' and the instigation of. -Boi
shevist agents, backed:. by ·Boleherist money, have shaped -the move~ent into a blind crusade against
the foreign,r and _foreign rights in
. China.'' At this year's meeting of
the same institution, the Cliairman referred to the "intensely bit·ter attack· suppo1-ted by boundless
.µiisrepresentation and calumny,
lei\ which- there could be no .other
~,planati~ than that it was -t he
~
of political . insti~tors not
J o~emed _with the real of even
t)ie·- imaginary interests of ..China
IOlely _bent on doing ltarm to
~(ir,at ·B ritain"; and Hr. Pearce,
•laa .seoo:Qded .his remarks, .ad<led
~t.t .Jhe. news tWat a. Note had
·~~ _
to the Soviet (lovern~uld be welcome "to thMe
~ng out .here who · t new only
1~ , ,- ~ell , by experience and first~ : :inf.ormation the, poi,-onou.s
which had · been jnlfitil~-:bl ·, the nunds .ot the Cb.in~~,.·,,-~ •-.in-. their tenaetJ c;in

attack the British · Conce9sfon,
knew : or cared anything aho11t
'~unequal treaties'', extraterritor·iulity, or "sovereign ,rights.'' .As
in Russia, so in China, since
So·det agents have been pel'mitted
to enter this country, the Jtlot> I as
been used as the tool of unscrupulous agitators, who have appealed
to its avarice and latent s•is_pici,m
of foreigner9 to provoke riot and
bloodshed.
It is sheer 1~c.,J1seuse
·for Sh Charles Addis, .Mr. Lloyd
George, and certain British Labour politicians to pretend tlat the
'"Reds" are not behind 1he rre·sent disturbances. ThP-y 1,ave admitted so, in numerous spE-eches
nml articles in Moscow. And t-be
·particular form of .agi tatfon now
proceeding in China i.9 totally alien
to Chinese character and tradition. ·
Well, we have -this Bolsheviz~d
revolutionary movement, of which
the ·Chinese merchants · and 'bourgeoisie generally disapprove thouth
they are often coerced into sullensilence, spreading Northward -·•1>:tl
Eastward through China, and
bri~ging in it41 train, outragM,
l)ersecution and flagrant violations
of the·: treaties.
It has made ' 'it
nece9aary to withdraw most foreigners fro~ *e interior. It culminated in deliberately provoked · mob
attacks·' upon the British Cenceesions at Hankow ·: and · Kiupdg,
nec~"lating the ·hurried 'eVaca~;,the eooliea at _Hankow tirin o-f ·- 1rouien :.a11d ·,o hil~ '.and
Wf :-JUokiang--. wao ..,_., -incite,l -to expoeiq .-te daily h1tJailiatioa.•' IUk
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and insult all foreigners who dared
to remain. And to the moderate
elements among the Chinese, who
suft'er as much from, and are even
more fearful of the consequences
of, Red excesses, it must surely
have seemed that the limits of
British patience had been overstepped, and that after more than
eighteen months of provocation the
llritish Government would put :ts
1
foot down-heavily.
:I1o these
.Chinese, even more than to the
British residents in this country,
it must have caused absolute
amazement to learn that instead of
demanding the unconditional return of these Concessions, or
evacuating them indefinitely, the
British Government had deputed a
diplomatic official to "negotiate''
with Mr. Eugene Chen, a formel'
British subject who has little
or no influence in the councils of
the Kuomintang, and no authority
what-soever over the extremists who
actually control that party. The
idea of Mr. Chen's impertinences
being widely published in papers
abroad, and of his declarations
forming a basis for serious discu&
·sion, must appear absolutely ludicrous to well-informed Cl1inese.
Their amazement must have been
even greater on learning the terms
of the Hankow and Kiukiang set
1.lements. For these agreements
eut the ground completely from
under the feet of thoee Chineile who
really believe that their conntry'.s
salvation, and full restoration of

its sovereignty, cari best be achieved by conciliation, goodwill, and
moderation. They appear to prove
beyond all dispute, that the way to
recover China's sovereign rights is
not gradually and peaceably, an'd
with calm consideration of realities, but immediately, violently,
and by unscrupulous distortion of
the truth.
The logical inference from these agreements is that
Yiolence, not negotiation, offers the
only .solution of China's international problems, ·and the moderate of to-da.y is therefore strongly
tempted to throw in his lot with
the extremists, as t.he quickest way
of bringing matterR to a head.
A British diplomat of long experience once declared that the
Chinese were a people who would
yield everything to force, and
nothing to reason.
The Chinese
moderate might be tempted to-da·y
to use this phrase as a tu quoque to
his British friends, though it
,vould, of course, involve ignorin•g
our Government's long-sustained
efforts to find reasonable bases of
settlement with a nation which for
yea.rs past has been without the
semblance of a responsible government. Hankow and Kiukiang have
established precedents which will
seriously je•o pardize any . sati!:\f acto1·y settlement of the future
status of the British Concession at
Tientsin. A]ready there is a · d'isposition in Chinese official circles
to ignore the special condition9
which prevail in this port, and to
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claim that what has been yielcled

to force on the Yangtze reprel'Je nts
the absolute minimum in the
negotiations now pending with
Chinese authorities who have not
been unfriendly, and have conRistently discountenanced rioting
and mob-violence.
One can only
hope that this very natural disposition to exp1oit our mistakes at
Hankow and Kiukiang will eventually yield to considerations of
8eH-interest. The decline in property
values
and
municipal
ser.urities which has occurred since
it first became known that the
status of the Concession was to i,e·
altered, should constitute a warning- to those who are inclined to
disregard local cohditions. Whatever may be- :the objects of ' the
'•Nationalists" in the Yangtze, it
is difficult to believe that the leqs
excitable, and more friendly Cninese in this part of the country,
desire to achieve the ruin of t} e
area n~w known as the British Con-

cession. Most of tlie property in
this area is Chinese. Chinese re~idents and institutions can 'hardly
have failed to apprec~ate the benefits of the · orderly · and efficient
municipal administration in which
they have had a generous share.
Gratitude it may be too much to
expect · when baiting the British
has become so popular a sport.
But self-interest; or perhaps we
ought to say, the interests of their
feilow-citizens, will, we hope,
prompt those entrusted with the
negotiations on behalf of the
Peking Government to enter upon
the Tientsin negotiations with an
nhsolutely open mind, regardless of
whnt has occurrerl elsewhere, and
·with the single purpose of rlevising
a system" which will wor.k smoothly and efficiently, and maintain for
this particular area the high standard of municipal administration for
which it has justly been noted in
the past.

--~----(-----

"A · SERVANT WH EN HE REIGNETH!"
1

(Tientsin, March .9, 1,927).

H ANKOW

was occupied· by the
Cantonese early in September
last. · It has therefore been under
their c011trol for a full six months.
Statistics revealing the results of
this occupation, from the industri.al and commercial point· of

view, are never likely to be available, though the Customs returns,
when printed, wiU reveal the effect
upon imports and exports. But
they will only partially reveal the
losses caused by the · actiyities . of
the extremists, and the tyranny ,of
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members of a foreigner's 'family
the newly
organized
Trades
who undertake a portion of the
Unions. Many businesses and inhousehold work.
dustries have been ruined or
In the Book of Proverbs we read
brought to a complete standstill.
that "For three things the earth
Communication with the Upper is disquieted, and for four which
Yangtze has now been completely
jt cannot bear: For a servant
suspended. And it seems to be
when he reigncth; and a fool when
merely a question of time before be is filled with meat; for an
all foreigners operating business odious woman when she is marned ;
or factories ·will be compelled to
and an handmaid that is hei1· to
close clown. The terms demanded her mistress." A servant when he
by the spokesmen of the so-called
reigneth ! Is not this one of the
Unions are so preposterous that no
~ost disquieting features in the
business or factory could concede situation wherever the Cantonese
them and continue to work at a have acquired control? rrhere are
profit. Ancl the incessant demonTrades Unions in every civilized
strations, processions and strikes,
country, and in Gre,at _ .1\,am,
with the "holidays" they entail,
especially, they have attained
have introduced elements which
enormous power, which has at
make it utterly impossible for the times been seriously abused. But
business man or factory manager their history has been a long strugto enter into contracts of any kind.
gle for recognition, and for the
But it is not only in business
privileges that they now enjoy.
firms, banks and factories that And though action may sometimes
there is continuous agitation and be necessary to check their abuse
unrest. The menace has spread to of power, no-one familiar with conthe domestic life of foreigners and
ditions in England would wish to
Chinese. The servant clas , which see their legitimate activities curin comparison with other w01·kers, tailed. Some of them. of course,
is generously paid, and enjoys all have come under the influence of
kinds of privileges and perquisites, extremists ancl agitators~ but most
has entered the £ray. LudicNUB Trades Unionists favour constitudemands in respect of wages and
tional and lawful metho(ls, and
conditions of employment lrnve
would be the first to recognize the
been put forward which, if con- folly of what is occurring in
ceded, would make the servants
China, at Soviet instigation, tomasters of tne household. And,
day. Only the coal-miners, under
as recorded in our last issue, the
the misguided leadership of Cook
Unions now claini-and at.tempt to -aml Moscow-have endorsed the
enforce-the right to arrest and
theory that where an industry cancarry off to their headquarters,
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not pay its way the Government
must step in with a subsidy to enable it to continue.
In the Wu-Han Cities, as in
Can ton and elsewhere where the
Nationalists
claim
authority,
scores of so-called trades-unions,
with no traditions behind them,
and no appreciation of the elemen~
tary -laws of economics, have
sprung into existence under the
leadership of professional agitators .
.And they have signalized their
formation by demands in respect
of wages and conditions of work
which, if conceded, would completely paralyse trade and industry, and throw millions of normally peaceful and industrious men
and women out of employment. In
addition to wage-increases out of
all proportion to the cost of living, they have virtually attempted to establish a labour dictatorship in businesses, banks, factories
and homes. Employers generally,
foreign and Chinese, have evinced
a willingness to consider any reasonable demands in respect of
wages. But Foreign employers,
at • any rate, have resisted, and
continue to resist, demands which
subordinate them to the Unions,
with the result that wholesale intimidation and lawlessness is being resorted to by the latter. One
can j magine how long a factory,
in which expert and techni ca]
knowledge is required, could continue to run if the Unions could
dictate -\to the - management in re-

gard to the employment and dismissal of its workmen, methods establi
of operation, etc. Or how long a ous,
bank would remain open if its Canto
business were subject to the whims means
of its subordinate clerical staff and for u
messenger coolies. Add to this the there
right claimed by employees to ex- tyran
travagant bonuses several time8 a to an
year, to strike or go off to R.a rti- there ~
cipate in demonstrations whenever becaul
they feel inclined, without loss · of But£
pay, to holidays amounting in the not c
unde
aggregate to one day in three or
thou
four throughout the year, and to
may
lodging expenses, food allowance,
marriage allowances, bonuses for
deaths and marriages in the
family, medical expenses, travelling allowances, free clothing and
insurance, etc., and one gains some
idea of the obstacles now encountered by foreign employer~ 1.n
the Wu-Han cities. If these demands and the accompanying intimidation, continue it will merely
be a question of time until the
fruits of more than sixty years of
foreign enterprise in Hankow have
been destroyed.
It will be said, of course, that
tp.is is merely a temporary state of
affairs; that a reaction against the
extremists will sooner or later occur; and that a re~sonable spirit
will then prevail.
The wish is
unquestionably father to the
thought. The practical question
is whether that reaction., if it ever
comes, will come in time to pre-·
vent the complete ruin of long-
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established and formerly prosper- is seeking to bring about, Chinese
business interests can hardly
ous, businesses and factories,
·
Canton has experienced what it endorse such a policy. They know
that the real interests of the for- ·
means when a servant reigneth.
eign merchant are identical with
for upwards of two years, and
their own, and that the suppressthere is as yet no sign that the
ion of foreign enterprise would
tyranny of the worker is comjng
affect the prosperity of the nation
to an end. The Chinese merchants
for many years to come. To take ·
there, still endeavour to carry on,
but one example : what would be
becausa they have no alternative.
the result of the withdrawal of all
But foreign concerns in China will
foreign
coastal and river shipping,
not continue operating indefinitely
when China possesses neither the
.A.nd
under these conditions.
though the professional agitator materiel, nor the personnel, to
replace it?
may aver that this is just what he
· - -•) - · -

·-•-<'----

MADA1\'1E BORODIN.
(Tientsin, March 11, 1927).

THE Soviet steamer Pamiat
Lenina, which arrived at
Shanghai on February 24, and sailed for Hankow on the 27th, presumably loaded with seaweed and,
according to Soviet officials, intending to load a cargo ot 1ea :it
her destination, was seized, the
following day, in the vicinity of
.Pukow, by Marshal Chang Tsungcha.ng' s Russian troops. On board
of her they found Madame
Borodin, wife of the notorious Bol,shevik adviser to the "Nationalist''
Government, and three · Rmsian
passengers, who have since been
stated by the Soviet Embassy to
be ''Diplomatic Couriers.'' MadamH
Borodin has now been sent to
Tsinanfu under a heavy guard.

,vhat has happened to the "c0tuiers" i~ not definitely known at the
time of writing, but it is reported
that t-h ey were summarily executed1 on the ground that they were
engaged in subversive propaganda.
As soon as news of the seizure of
the vessel and its passengers became known in Peking the Soviet
Embassy addressed a strong protest to the W aicbiaopu, in which
it was alleged that the Pamin.t
Lenina had been· commandeered
for the transport or troops and
munitions.
'11he Embassy professed ignorance as to the fate of the
"couriers", and protested "ju the
most energetic manner against this
outrage, violating all the principles of International Law." The
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u~ual warning in regard to the rerJ- sickle and hammer, is free to go
ponsibility of the Chinese Govern- up and down river unmolested,
ment for the life and property of even when carrying memberrJ of
Soviet Citizens., together with the the family of notorious Bolshevik
reAervation of the right to claim agents, and .s everal "diplomatic
damages, followed. A day or two couriers." ~e should. be interestlater ,the Soviet Emhassy issued a ed to learn under what principle
formal denial of the story · that of international law, a vessel bearms an<l ammunition had been longing to a State openly hostile
found on the vessel.
to one of the contending f~cti()ns
Ii this f: te had befallen a in China, can claim the right to
British Yessel engaged, not in pass to and fro between the tertransporting the wife of a profes- ritories occupied by the rival l'.1·msional agitator, or "diplomatic ie&, without being searched or comcouriers'', but in ordinary com- mandeered. It would also be most
merce as provided by the treaties, interesting to learn why it v. as
and any protest had been lodged, necessary to .send three "diplomaor any action taken, with a view tic couriers" to Hankow, nnd t>n
to recO'\.- ering the vessel aml its what ground immunity can be
passengers the wild men and the claimed for persons who, even if
official press at Moscow would, by acting bonafide in this capacity,
this time have been declaiming were carrying messages to authoriagainst the "imperialistic" Briti~h ties who have openly identified
for daring to assume that thei 1· themselves with the faction which
"·easels wei·e immune from seizure is making war on the N orthem miliin a civil-war zone. And if any i.arists. There is so~thing , ery
Uritish or other national connected fishy about these "diplomatic courwith a hostile faction had been ier.s ." It would be most interfound on board, Comrade Borodin esting to know the contents 'Jf their
would quite probably have urged baggage! and their- "diplomatic
the application of the new '' Penal pouches.''
Code for Imperialists", which is
If Marshal Chang Tsung-chang' s
to be applied "irrespective of Russians have made any interelitnationality, residence, sex, etc.,'' ing "finds" on the Pamiat Lenina,
und includes the death penalty for it is a great pity that the nature
participation in "counter-re volu- of their discoveries has not heen
tionary plots.'' The Soviet auth- revealed. If it is true that the
orities, however, who have no "couriers" have been executed
treaty rights permitting inland Marshal Chang should di,close his
naviga~ion-, calmly assume that a reasons for this . drastic ~ct ion
~ fl1ink :.the . rt1tl~ ila~ with-- without deJ&y.., '.llhe-
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cution of Chinese, such as occurred during- the abortive Gener:il
Strike at Shanghai, or of f ,,rnign~1·s, such as is now reported tu l,ave
heen carried out in the case ol the
l'mniat Lenina' s Sovie.t passenµ-e1·s,
ic, not regarded with farnur · iu
foreign circles. And if there is
uny justification for the ' '•~ouriers' " executions, it should be
macle known immediately.
As to Madame Borod i11, the
limits of audacity appear io } ave
heen reached wlrnn the inter .·e11tion of British officials 011 lier !.ehalf 'is invoked. The British lave
ltad nothing whatever to do wtth
ht,r arrest, and the application to
a "high British authority" to intervene on her behalf seems to be
1,art• mid parcel of the impn,lent
and unfounded assumption t}1at
Mnrshal Chang 'l'c,ung-chan~ is rn
some way or other controlled or
supported by the liritish (}overnment. W. e shall probably Lear,
soon, that the British are showing
barbarous indiffernnce to the h te
of a woman who is detained 1 y c.,ne
of their proteges ; on the on er
hand, if British officials I ncccssfully intervened it would be l ,iled
as proof of their control over the
Shant-ung \Varlord.
It sec:-ms
nece,sary here to state what must
obviously he the official · ]Jritish
attitude. It is not the custom of
the British Government, even
under the intensesj provoc:ation, to
seek revenge upon women or <·hild-ren. But it has its hands quite

•

full enough at the moment pro~-~1:ting the persons and propa~·t ie'i of
it:, own nationals, of \,0th se) es,
without assuming the role ,. ~ protector of· Bolshevik agitabr3 "1,o
fall into the hands of their Ch :1~ese
enemies. Mrs. Borodin hr1s l e£:-n
described in an American 11101.t lily by a close friend, ns · ·the
Russian-American wife of the
Soviet representative in ~:1ncon. ''
She and her husband have been
actively engaged in an aJitation
which has imperilled 1he liYeR,
and led to the destruction of property, of hundreds of British men
and women, in different parts of
China. And to an avowed enemy
of Bolshevism in China, such as
}farshal
Chang
Tsung-chang,
British jntervention on her behalf
would appear not only impertinent, but crazy. It was only a fortnight before the occupation of the
British Concession at Ilankow by
a mob of hooligans that Comrade
Borodin was haranguing a crowd
ni llankow and telling his audiene;e that the most imp<ntant part
of their task-"the overthrow of
the British"-remained to be done,
'' as well as their allies, Chang Tso]in and the :Fengtien party." If
it were trne that the British Government is allied with the Northern Militarists, it might, in spite
of the mischief done by Michael
Borodin, alias Michael Grusenberg, alias George Brown, recommend that his wife receive the
same treatment as was, accorded to•
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her . husband by the British authorities--namely, deportation to
Ru88ia.
As it is, ho1rever, the
British Government has no more,
justifi~ation for interference than
Marshal Chang Tsung-chang would
have had for intervening in the
Glasgow Police Court in A:ugust

1922. We fancy that ·there would
be quite a simple method of secur-·
ing Madame Borodin's release, if
her husband chose to take it, and
that would be an offer on his part
to escort her back to Russia--and
stay there.

----,-.-3)......
••··-~~(---

AN OLD LIE

home now that doe.s . not
bri~g papers which repeat the
time-worn lie that there is a notice
outside the Public Garden in the
International Settlement at Shanghai · "·hich reads "Chinese ancl
Dogs not admitted."
The same
lie is frequently repeated in the
C11inese Press, some writers even
having the audacity--and mendacity-to state that they have
·a ctually seen the notice. Anrl it
is used an infallible argument for
raising prejudice against the Briti.tJh Government, and Briti!ih interests .in China by extremi~t
orators in Great Britain, whether
sp~aking in Hyde Park, or f;l_rl-.
dJ?eiliitg ·. political · gathet ings 1:1 t ,
~hwh .-. . ~ttempt i s made to· ex:~ t._':tl?-& China crisi.JI" fo.r: political
ends...·We · need :ttot her.e refer to
~~-- ~f,:,the nu.n1:e_rou:s eases · m
wJttich.thiar.atateD>.ent · h•s :appe"re4 .

ilt..~ tli,\:~ r . .-u d.. otb.e1" ·PAP'l'fl i~
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(Tient&in, March 14, J.927).

HARDLY a mail .reaches us from

tiew
journ

England and el~ewhere. Two examples will suffice . • The first is
culled from a Jetter on "Foreigners in China'' which appea.recj in
the London Review of Reviews of
J)ecember last, signed by "H:P."
It reproduces what purports to be
a copy of a letter received by the
correspondent "from a Chinese
holding a high co~m,ercial position in Hongkon~. He is . a Chris~
tian, and his mother worked for
many years with the ;Presbyterian
Mission in Canton." This Christian Chinese states that :
The root of the trouble i, the hi1h-handed action of the . foreipen, and haqhty
treatment of the Cbineae by foreipen in

18

to

China. You remember ~e story of the
.Sbuthai Fublic: Cardena :whereby they pwat
\IP a notice M the door, '"No_· c1op and Chinese are allowed." Naturally tbeee ...II
thinp ... rOUle resentment amona .the · Chinae
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s release, if
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on his part
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ement.'' of Jan. 28, 1927 of the
i'leu, Leader, a weekly Labour
journal. 'l,bis Supplement has been
boomed by the Daily Herald and
the Nev, Leader, is ottered at

enat price to those who will undertake its distribution in Lulk, and
has been prin~d to "distribute in
thousands", by the Independent
Labour . P~rty , Publications Department. . tn' an article headed
"The Conq\lest of China" the authorship of which is not rev-ealed,
we find the following :

. Two ex~he first is
''For~ignappeared in
Reviews of
_by "H:P."
ports to be
ived by the
a Chinese
ercial posiis . a Chris~
worked for
resbyterian
Th.is Chris-

la oae of the Treaty Pom.-Sban1haitMre ia a park di1playin1 at the entrance
the ~ f u l aip, ..Chiaeee and dop not

admitled...
Let the Liverpudlian, or the Novocutriam
uk tbemelves what they would say and do
if tbey aw ahibited in their public pam
Ille UIII ..Brilom ud CMIS aot admitted.••
W- they have uawered that question
dMiy will wadentand why China i1 in a fer~ will appreciate that the trouble

will CClldiaae alil tbe Chinese have repined.
tli.- iaaliaable ript to manqe tbeir own
afain ua their own way.
This is the lie, repeated in various forms, that ha.s been given
such worldwide publicity, that it
i now difficult, if not impossible,
to overtake it.
The park in regard to which this
ilction has been created, is the
Public Garden on the Shanghai
und, on the foreshore opposite the
·ttsh Consulate, and at the juncn of the Whangpoo River, and
bow Creek. Originally known
tll• "Con!ular Flats" it was
new land "formed by the accumula-

tion of mud from the river round
the wreck of a . small· -vessel which
Emnk near the present bandstand." The history of the Rhnnghai Recreation Fund states that
"the ground which now forms the
garden is an accretion to the beauh
ground of the original Consular
Lots, and consequently, . by tlie
fifth Article of the Land Regulations of 1854, was ceded for public
use.'' It was originally laid out-M
a Garden in 1862, with a &um of
'fls. 10,000 voted by the Recreation
Fund Trustees, whose funds
were
derived
mainly
from
the sale of the original Rawe
Course, and its transfer to
a cheape.r site. ''In 1864 H.B.M.
]'oreign Office agreed to the land
being made a garden, with the following reservation--that it ahould
revert to H.M. Government if it
ever ceased to be used as a public
garden. n The Garden is now under
the control of the Superintendent
of. Public Parks. Its total area 'is
just 4½ acres.
On exceptioaally
hot days. and band days. it is frequently visited by over five thouRand persons. There is not now, and
never has been, any notice outtride
this Garden reading "Chinese and
Dogs not admitted,'' nor has any
such notice been posted outside any
other park or garden '. ~nder the
Shanghai · Municipality'.! co-.trol.
The other public parks are the .Public Recreation Ground-purcha~d
out of part of the p:rooeeda . of Abe
ttale of the original Race Couse,
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Regulations
Public and
ngkew Park,
• They are
the quotation
ior our pur-

the first place the Settlement was
originally an area set apart from
foreign residence and trade. The
enormous influx of Chinese into the
eign Community.
2. · The Gardens are opened daily to the area, for the greater security and
public from 6 a.m. and will be closed prosperity obtainable under a foreign municipality, has raised the
half an hour after midnight.
3. No persona are admitted unle11 respectdensity of population of the Setably dressed.
tlement to upwards oi 150 per acre
4. D08• and bicycles are not admitted.
and the price of land to a figur;
S. Perambulator• must he confined to the which precludes any but the wealpaths.
thiest of residents from owning or
6. Birdne1tin1, plucking Bowen, climbing
occupying a residence with a gartree• or damaging trees, shrubs, or grass
den of any kind. Secondly, comi1 strictly prohibited ; visitors and otheu
in charge of children are requested to municable diseases are much more
prevalent among the Chinese than
aid in preventin1 such mischief.
1. No person i1 allo_wed within the band among foreigners, owing to their
ignorance, of, or indifference tostand encloame,
sanitation and
8. Amah1 in charge of children are not wards, modern
permitted to occupy the seats and chain
hygiene.
Smallpox,
cholera,
typhoid, diphtheria, scarlet £ever,
durin1 b~nd performances.
9. Children unaccompanied by foreigners and tuberculosis claim numerous
ue not allowed in Reserve Garden.
victims among the Chinese popula10. The police have instructions to enforce tion every year, and some of them
tb.se regulations.
often assume epidemic form. VenBy order,
eTeal diseases are rampant, and it
N. o. LIDDELL,
is estimated that between thirty
Secretary.
and forty per cent. of the Chinese
Shan1hai, September 13, 1917.
population suffers from Trar.homa.
The question of the admission of The latest available health reports
Chinese to the Public Parks jn show that 42.1 per cent• of the
Shanghai has been under the con- deaths of foreigners in Shanghai
siderntion of the Municipal Council are caused by acute communicable
for some time past, and the Chin- disease, that the death-rate among
ese have been invited to appoint a non-Chinese during the past five
Committee to discuss the mat.tel'. years has ranged from 16.4 to 19.3
Those who urge that all public -per thousand (against 12.6 for Lonspnces .should be thrown open un- don) and that 32.9 per cent. of the
conditionally to Chinese might be foreign deaths were of childTen unreminded of cert-ain considerations der fifteen. It is impossible to
which they overlook, or of which doubt that these percentages would
they are in absolute ignomnce. In

PUBLIC AND RESERVE GARDENS.
REGULATIONS.
1. The Gardena are reserved for the For-

S2
be very greatly increased · if . ~he
foreign community-which includes over 7,000 children,-had no
open spaces where they were not
con•tantly exposed to infection in
ssine form · or another. Thirdly,
it may be poii:ited out that until
quite recently the Chine~ have
shown no desire to posses11, or
make use of, public parks. Had
they done so, they could easily in
80 wealthy a community, have
raiaed -funds, and aequired parks;

for t~r own exclusive ue. The

a-..W aq~,wt.t. to ·a ·public

park

. fcl -1,'lie 1f•ti:vwf 'City (ftcept the
B~ auid -Wftiit gardens, for entry

ward have a mo~opoly of pa~ks,
etc., which would never have been
brought into existence had it not
Leen for foreign ent.erprise, and the
,recognition of foi:eign . needs. The
argument that the Chinese residents in the Settlement pay most of
the taxes out of which the parks,
and other public institutions are
maintained, i9 by no means conclusive. Far and away the greatest proportion of the annual expenditure ol the llttnicipality goes
to the ·beneft:-et tile- Chin•. It
would ilot."W~- -~17. :tt;. spend
nearl71 MOo :00Q ·per · dn'1JD .ou
1

lie". ,: • tJie 's.titement . .ltOO ·ooo
Jo'> wliich • · .s mall fee· is charged)
~ ~•~~blip~-,r~th
1-·the .pictureaqu-, Willow Pattern Dep_~ t , -~.gop ·,91tt -~, J'iie
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was to be assisted by Depariment•
tatlunent of some 300 City Police
heel through the foreign Con- al Chiefs, Members of the Bureau
( whose functions were not defin•
oeuions to the German Concession,
eel),
.Ad~sers, Secretaries and
and formally took possession of the
Clerks. That no form of -self-gov.-me in the naD1e of t.he Chi~ese
Government.
''-'\""hereupon _the ernment was envisaged is plain
from the stipulation that "in case,
Chineee flag was hoisted, and an
additional force of Chinese police- within the municipality, it should
. be necessary to continue certain
men was despatched to police the
district, while the original police- public . works, the B'1reau will
draw up plans, and submit theJD,
m• were instructed to wear the
through the Civil Governor, to the
Chinese police uniform.'' Twelve
:Ministry of Interior for approvdays later ( on March 28) the :Miniatry of Interior forwarded to the al."
China declared war on Germany
aichiaopu, the ''Rules of P~ocei e Governing the Assumption of on August 14, 1917. On SeptControl of German Concession.'' ember 8 of the same year the AlRule No. 2, read: "The original lied Powers addressed a collective
unicipal Council of the Area Note to the Chinese Government,
ahall, under the direction of the offering it certain concessions, and
hief of Bureau, deal with all making certain recommendations.
matters pertaining to self-govern- Among the latter we find:
"An understanding with the rement." This system, if it was ever
applied, which we do not believe presentatives of the Allied Governto have been the case, was altered ments, in the interests of foreign
ae a result of a petition from the trade of China, and with regard
)(inistry of Interior to the Presi- for the interests of the Allies, to
dent of the Republic, dated Aug- organize in the form of lntern&111t 14 "praying for the establish- tional Concessions the former Ger•
ment of Bureaux for the :Municip- man and Austro-Hungarian onal Administration of the Special cessions in the ports of Tientsin
Areas at Tientsin and Hankow, and Rani.ow.''
requesting permission to appoint
To this Note the Chinese GovOliefe of Buteaux, and submit- ernment replied on October 5, the
·ng Regulations." The Regula- paragraph in its answer dealing .
. u attached to this petition say with former enemy Concesaione
ac,thing about a Municipal Coun- reading:
. ,or eelf-government, but .place
''The Chinese Government is
municipal matters under a now artanging to have the old
ol Bme•u ·( in the case of German and Austrian Concessions
in.. Oe11&ral Yang I-teh) who

S4

at Tientsin_and Hanlrow thoroughly .reorganized, so as to enable the
nationals· ·of the different :Powers
residing therein to enjoy itll
conimercial advantages (II wd,l as a
1i,1tnn :.of local 1elf-go1Jern,'liumf
with the o:bject of 1ecuring ,uch a
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icipal tax11tion · have found th~ir
way into · the. Tupan's Yamen,• or
vanished with a Bureau. Cliief
wh~e political affiliations render- .
ed a hurried flight adviBa.ble. A
scheme for an Advisory . ColJllcil
was agreed upon locallyI as long .
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transfer of the "right foi' '0lectriC . ii.ls, who have only been in office a
few months, cannot be held responlighting transactions" to a private sible. But it is to be hoped that
Chinese concern. Continuous in- if the twentieth anniversary of the
t.e rnal strife and constant,. changes handing over of t 1-,,.. ex-German
in the personnel of the senior Concession is .~imilarly . c~l~brated,
Chinese .officials, may explain, but those foreigp.er~ presen~· :who are
do · not justify, the long delay in familiar with the . ~is.te:>I"Y.· -0f the
repairing the Bund, and the administration . will npt feel, as
shocking condition oi some of the they were bo~nd .. to .feel, y~sterroads. Had there been 0;:Municip- day, that howev~rd)Yell-intentioned
al Council this work would have this celebration, it was •. i~ actual
been·· undertaken, regardless of the fact, a celebration not -of success,
periodical civil wars. :Moreover not of the -vindication of China's
internal strife and economic unrest claims that·, she can admini8ter
neither explain nor justify the municipal affairs as well ~s they
are administered in the foreign
great increase in number of disorderly houses in the area, and of Concession, but of ten years of
other resorts which would never continuous failure to fulfil solemn
have been tolerated by any :Mun- pledges, and of the :flouting of
icipality on which the foreign rate- public opinion. The system adopted, which has deprived ratepayers
pay~rs had an effective voice.
-Chinese and foreign alike-Of
At yesterday's ceremony, the any voice in the municipal adRepresentative of the Civil Gov- ministration, is difficult to reconernor-who is absent on a military cile with the persistent clamour for
expedition in :Mid-China-urged Chinese representation on ·the
that an attempt should be made Shanghai Council. It tends·, ·more· to "make these Special Areas the over, to ;i.rouse serious apprehenmost favourable and ·desirable sion in ·regard to any change of
places in which to reside· and do status in the present Foreign Conbusiness, in order to convince our cessions · in this p·ort~
For any
foreign friends that Chinese can such change must !opn a. subject
administer municipal affairs as of agreement between . the :Chinwell as they are administered in ese and 'foreign authorities· (~Onthe Concessions." Little prog1·ess cerned, and if :Chi'1=1a's · soleinn ·unhas actually been made towards dertaking~ are. to ·1;e ignored for
tlie realization of this object since ten years ~or .more the 'future ;can
the former German Concession pas- hardly be·faced· with.confidence or
under Chinese controi. For hope. ·· ·i · : .. .
·• ·
·, ••· :• i.,•,:::1 •·;
• · •. ,,;:,· •. •.
that, 'of . course, the present offici-
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1terlin;, · wliieh 'has reJ)ee-t the .tory of the -.iSUl'e . of
reaponaiWe foi -the ' the P ~ Lenina, as · forwQd~
illegal' ·imprisonment by . the Soviet Consul at Shang~
a l ~ ~ of British subjects ifter a Tisit. -to ~~ng.
But
·hom ·no ·effence of any ~w;,re are. ~ne <>J; two details -in ~e
ltMl 1~
be· chari-ed, is now rbe- Soyiet protest which ~em to call
g allawrdly indignilnt · over f9r some oqiµment. It is alleged
aw·••isttte ·, by ·M:atishal :Chang by the Soviet .Embassy that"· the
Tauqr-chang' s · trot>pa of :a 1mall three passepgera who were aebed
1..-u.t~aitemer, and ,tJie,· deteation iµ .addition ·to Kadame." , Boro\f1n
hat.ere.ting: pal8ellgera who
d, ··• · bcat'd.
Note
:haa ·been addre'5sed
irichiaopu, demandoase,. the . imunconditional ·r elease
.£ ;t••amer· and· its passengers.
1tioa lias been taken
ua,~,.,_11111ni~ation, to ~he ar-

were ~iplomatic Couriers, .. hound
for Hankow, and .posses~in.g
''diplolhatic passports· and mail.:.
lists issued by the People's CommiMBriat for Foreip Affairs";
that in. spite of their . protests the
official .seals· of tbe Soviet Gover&.ment w-,re torn o:ll,; and the con•
tents ot the mail '.'co~aisting of
~ :.t;ae,. :all~- Sp~t- ''nip,lom-, a limited number : of , t~s'' .extt,lio. Q~,ret'.,_IlQ fewer than three. auiined ; an-d . that·. "it ,was found
.tlw. veeael, bound ~hat th~ mail ~ question c ~ow, .. ,.-hen ahe
cap- onl'JI b~lc, fJ1Ul,~·?6"0dicau i~ t1,,e
reWs r~latm, .. to .alleg- /lunian language." Does it/ no~
ed ,~ ' 8 of. !'i.,ternational law",
see~ just a . trifle curious that
~1,ing; .th-,, 1e~ of a t ~ ."Diplo~aiie Couriers"· with
~ " " .:f,~apaer _and ite . paaaeng- spec~a-~. pas~ports, and sealed
M \ t.\\, .''~tterly. unlawful and trunks of mail,, ah~uld be -proeeedQutra~" .. , ~~~ i~g to H~ow .,wi~h no~g ·but
t~e Embal!ly t ..,f • -~ 'boob: -~4 _penodicals'' m
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.believe this "cock and bull" story.
If innocuous books and periodicals
were all that the Soviet Government was sending to Hankow not
even one· Diplomatic Couriermuch less three-was necessary as
an escort. 'fhen the handcuffing
of the ·prisoners is described as an
"unheard of barbarian indignity."
Really, reall); ! When ·we think
of the number of resp~ctable and
.inoffensive Chinese and others who
have been subjected to this ·unheard of barbarian indignity" at
the instigation of Moscow agents
•e find it difficult to work up any
indignation over the treatment of
'the "Diplomatic Couriers."
Two statements have now been
issued from the Chinese side, dealing with the Pamiat Lenina ,incident. ~rhe first, received froni
Nanking, and ''obtained from an
authoritative Chiese source'' was
thoughtfully held up overnight by
our local censor, who apparently
finds . life too strenuous to handle
telegrnms reC."eive<l in the early
evening until next day. The second is a stutemeut issued from
A.nkuochun Headquarters on the
Name lay. Tho Nanking statement
contains allegations of a very
grave nature against the Soviet
Government and its agents which,
if proved, would more than justify
an immediate breach between Peking and Moscow. It is to be
hoped that the suggestion that
these allegations are the result. of
machinations of "White" Russians
1

~ill be refuted by the production
of conclusive evidence. If quantities of "anti-foreign propaganda
and literature in the ChineBe, Russian and English languages'', and
documents ''containing schemes
for action in the Yangtze Valley
and in an around Shanghai whiLh
would endanger other than Chinese interests" have been found in
the coal bunkers and in the "diplomatic pouches", an inventory, and
precis of their contents should be
published far and wide with the
least possible delay. The nature
of the "important Soviet documents" found among Madame
.Borodin's possessions, and a . hs
of the "Chinese compradores" and
"wharf coolies", should also be
given wide publicity. The Pamiat
Lenina incident, if the · N anking
version be correct, will develop
from an affair of local, into one of
international,
importance.
It
might well force a decision, once
and for all, as to the possibility
of Britain's maintaining diplomatic relations with so unscrupulous
and mischievous a Government as
that of Moscow. It may be hoped,
then, that the N anking authorities
will offer the fullest possible information regarding their discoveries, to the "other than Chinese
interesfa1" concerned.
The Ankuochun statement ~oes
not contain details of the Pamiat
Lenina' s more interesting cargo,
though it refers to "the presence
of materials of Red propaganda on
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.b oa!4 the steamer'', and has a
deal to say about the pernicious activities of the Moscow
GJvern~e~t and Comrade Borodin
in "flagrant violation of an interJ?,ationul agreement solemnly entered into by the Soviet Govern~~-~ t."
It adds, sarcastically,
that '~the fact that the Soviets
have engaged in similar pursuits
in other countries with whom they
had also entered into agreements,
,needs only to be incidentally mentioned here." It throws no light
on the actual status of the couriers, who, according to the Nanking statement were travelling
under ordinary, and not diplomatic passports. It is difficult

goo:~

to believe that the Ankuoc
would thus flout and defy
Soviet, unless it actually
conclusive evidence of ille
activities on the patj; of
Pamiat Lenina and its passen
,a nd crew, in its possession.
If . the evidence alleged to h,
been obtained, should prove to1
inconclusive or faked, relat
between Moscow and Peking
be strained to breaking point.
however the evidence is conclu
there will be an end to the I
series of evasions and lies by w
the Moscow Government has
deavoured to conceal its intoler
activities in this country.

----::)-••··--If-(--THE MENACE TO SHANGHAI.
(Tientsin, March 21, 1927).

LITTLE or no cable news has
reached us regarding the
Shanghai situation for the past
forty-eight hours. Wireless messages, however, received from London, indicate that the crisis for
which the British Government, and
in a lesser degree other governmen ts, haYe been preparing, is at
hand. The Shantung forces defending Shanghai have collapsed
_on the Sungkiang front. .They
have aJso, apparently, met -with
reverses in .t he N anking region.
A.nd th~ latest messag:e to hand at

the time of writing states
Marshal Chang Tsung-ch
army is retreating along th
tire front, and that the Cant
are now only eighteen mil~s
tant from the Model Settle
'T he British Defence Force
manned its positions round
Settlement ready to repel ·
sions either by the defeated
tungese, or the victorious Ca
ese. But there is something
to a panic in the N~tive
where' disorder and lootin
£_e ared as the retreating
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pour in. Houses are closed, and
the streets deserted, the Chinese
having fled to the Settlement or
gone into hiding, until the Shantung forces have departed. Marshal Chang Tsung-chang' s troops
are reported to be seizing all available junks and lighters, preparatory to a flight by water.
The
Cantonese forces were expected to
occupy Shanghai, at the latest,
sometime to-day.
We do not wish to exaggerate
the dangers of the situation. But
it is no use blinking at facts. We
have at Shanghai a densely
populated area, containing in al1 a
population of over a million and
a half, and including an International Settlement, a French Cone sion, a Native City, and extensive suburbs. There are no clearly defined boundaries to the Settlement and Concession, and of the
foreign population of over 37,000,
upwards of seven thousand reside
outside the foreign areas. Of the
Chinese population, over 1,100,000
reside within the International
Settlement and the French Concession, and this number has probably been considerably augmented during the past week or two,
by refugees from N anking, the
Native City, and the surrounding
country. Bolshevik and Kuomintang agitators have for weeks past
been endeavouring by every means
in their power, including intimidation, and assassination, to bring
about a General Strike within th~

foreign areas, the result of wnwh
would be to throw hundredM of
thousands of workers out of employment, and paralyse the entire
social and business activities of the
community.
The large foreign
forces now concentrated at Shanghai would, presumably, be able to
maintain some of the essential services, such' as the water, electricity, and gas supplies. But if a
strike on the scale for which · the
agitators are working, can be
brought about, rioting of a serious
nature must be regarded as wellnigh inevitable.
Many of the
workers are without any means of
subsistence other than their daily
earnings, and a general strike will
not only- mean a rapid rise in the
price of foodstuffs, but considerable difficulty in replenishing and
distributing Rupplies. Inasmuch
as it is part of the Cantonese (and
Bolshevik) policy to attribute the
blame for all China's sufferings,
whatever their real origin, to foreign and especially British, "imperialism'', it is to be £eared that
a few days of idleness and semistarvation will bring the deluded
workers into conflict with the foreign population. Shanghai is faced
with a graver crisis than it has
ever experienced since the port
was opened to foreign trade. It
seems, indeed, as if nothing short
of a miracle can avert serious
bloodshed, if the ''Nationalists''
pursue in this region the pernicious
policies which they have adopted

position in which the Fororities concerned, now
themselves is one of the utdifficulty. There is no dethe part of any Foreign
Power-other than Soviet Russia
interfere in China's civil
.. The Foreign troops and warhips that have been concentrated
.t or within reach of Shanghai,
re not in tended to be used to
ist or attack, and Chinese facion. They have been assembled
for the single purpose of protectg the lives and property of their
· nals. But it is questionable
they will be able to perform
his task without coming into open
conflict with Shanghai's new masThe protection of their
nationals and the latter's property
involves not merely resistance to
sical violence, but protection
also from starvation and systematic persecution.
If continuous
and barefaced intimidation such as
been practised at Hankow and
here, be tolerated in Shangi, there will soon be no alternative to the evacuation of the
population.
As no refor any outrage ~ommitted
by Bolshevik agitators or Labour
organizations is obtainable where
+1. .. "1'T .. +ionalists" are in control,
become necessary for
the Foreign Authorities to proadminister martial la·
m t .hii. Settlement and Concession
'l'h 0

They cannot maintain order, or
protect their nationals, indefinjtely, while the murder of loyal Chinese employes goes on at the instigation of organizations under
''Nationalist'' control.
And 1t
will be impossible to repress these
and other forms of intimidation
if there is no tribunal before
whom the offenders can be sent
for trial.
A most disquieting feature of
the situation is the triumph of the
extremist element in the Kuomintang on the eve of the occupation
of the Shanghai region. These
men can, unfortunately, point to
the fact that uncomprom1smg
hostility to the foreigner, accompanied by mob violence, has
produced results which it might'
have taken months to obtain by
a more cautious policy. And there
is very grave danger that they will
override the counsels of those who
realize what is actually at stake
-for China as well as for the
Foreign Powers-at Shanghai, and
provoke a local conflict that will
lead to war. For though a war
is the last thing on which Great
Britain or any other Treaty Power
wishes to embark with "Natjonalist" China, the despatch of the
Shanghai Defence force, and of the
largest Fleet that Britain has ever
concentrated in the Far East, is
not bluff, but a clear intimation
that the British Government is determined to defend . the vital interests of its nationals in China. It
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be endured a lqt at the hands of
ihe Cantonese and their Bolshevik
maaten. It is still ready to deal
with them in a conciliatory spirit.
But any attempt to repeat at
hanghai the excesses of Hankow
or Kiukiang will be met with unSinching resistance. It will be

well for China if, so far as Shanghai is concerned, General Chiang
Kai-shek's policy prevails. It the
extremists get their own way, the
occupation of the Shanghai district
may prove to be the death-knell of
the Cantonese movement.

__....;)~---••-+-(--

'"NATIONALISTS" AND TH'E MISSIONS.
(Tientsin, March 23, 1927).
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ALTHOUGH certain m1ss10nary
spokesmen in Europe ancl
America are still a king their
audiences to believe that all is
we~ with China, that the "Nationalist Government" is an organization that makes for progress and
efliciency, and that there is no
Bolshevik influence whatsoever belund · it, the National Christian
Council, whose pernicious antiforeign activities have come in for
IO much criticism during the past
o years, has at last become per~bed over the future of missioninstitutions in ''Nationalist''
rritory. For it appears that
tla.eee institutions instead of ·findng themselves in the earthly
diae which we were led to bene would follow the spread of
ationalist" auth9rity, are now
f:ronted with the · alternatives of
down indefinitely, if not

for ever, or themselves becoming
hotbeds of Communist propaganda.
The "Nationalist" Government recently gave notice that all schools
which were not surrendered to
Chinese management by April 1
would be considered as abolished.
To avoid confiscation, Mission
schools must hand over control to
a Chinese Principal, and a Board
consisting of a majority of Chinese ; they must agree to the teaching of Kuomintang doctrines · as
part of the regular curriculum;
they must accept the ruling of
Party Headquarters in regard to
memorial ceremonies, holidays,
and mass movements. It is further
demanded, we are told, that sums
ranging from $500 in the ease of
a Primary School, to $20,000 in
the case of a University, college
or professional sehool, shall M de...
posited in· an.' -approved bank.

~

~m.Ter,. ~ligi,oua inat~ction •or place in the heart, of the Chin.,
~ ~ --may J1ot fo~ .a part ~f
curneulum.

.Although n~ d~tailed statiati
of
Protestant Mi•ions have been
'
.uch for the schools_ . Our ·published for several , yeara--.:the
.umns· recently have ~ontained u. variOUI ·organizations which one
.n.tm;aiier .of accounts . pl the closing might have expected to undertake
of Missionary ·11oapitals, ·cul- this work ·a pparently being ,. too
minating in the seizute'of the long- · much occupied with political i11ue,
established C. H. S. Hospital at -it is understood that there are
Jlangchow by a frenzied mob: to-day between 6,000 and 8,000
This is a particularly glaring in- Protestant HiBBionaries in thia
stanee ~f ·ingratitude. No. institu- country, ~ who:rn: at: least twotion had a greater claim upon the thousand, and probably over 3,000,
a•~tiQns of a community than this are normally stationed in what ia
llangchow HiOSpital, with which now "Nationalist" territory. Milthe·name of Dr. Duncan Main was lions of dollars have been invested
aaaociated from its foundation until in the purchase Qf property, and
few months ago. There . was the erection and equipment of
no more ·popular foreigner in China educational · institution,, hospitals,
than he. His motto -was· "keep churches, etc. The upkeep of these
e.miling'' and he li~d up to it on misaionary institutions involves an
·ert po88ible occaaion. He used enormous annual ontl,y, equivalh. ·followed round the streets of ent, according to some authoritiea,
HB#Chow by children to ·whom in American-miBBiona alone, to tu
dMributed - sweets from hii •ntir~ profits on· American ·-cqm,,kete~ as long as•tbe mpply laat- merce with -China. Yet where~
n addition to .the Hospital the "Nationalist" Government has
a reap~sible for . the ea• acquired control the usual polfoy1
tabmhment of tuberculosia sana- adopted ~as been to make life im:.
ia ancf. a kper aaylum. Yet the possible .for the foreign staff, and
Cntn:eae bad .no ,aooner occupied after driving them out, .to tab
Hanjdho. than tbey · permitted,-a p088e88ion of the property, with
hooligans :io • •id the the added audacity, in some in.-Hospital, tie :up and expose atance,, ol· demanda for continued
:tteton, :and ·ue the ehapel for financial , support _ from abrqad.
1tings. :ThMe .'are the Buildings, nected and :equipped by
•frttita:• f ·forty-six yean ·of devoted funds subscribed by Christian com~ ;• ~ ; China' by Dr. ' Hain
munities in: Europ~ and A.men.ca
,pened at J{allge
for the -purpoee of apreading Chris,1d1lltlll etie;•oade wliether au.oh a
iani.ty and . inculcat_ing Ohri•~
_ ~ d t··• •·; natihlde fi.n
ideal$ ) in CW•~, are n~- J•~
'
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so-called '"unequal" treaties, and,
usfd foi purposes which are the
on every possible occasion sought
very antithesis of this religion and
to embarrass and obstruct their
these ideals. And it appears to be Governments in efforts to uphold
the deliberate policy of the ''Na- treaty rights. 'lhe missionaries
tionalist'' Government to con- who have been advocating, and
fiscate them, and to ensure that leading their constituents to bethey shall never again be used for
lieve, that the corre~t policy to
the objects for which they were
pursue is to submit unreservedly
originally erecteq.
to Chinese jurisdiction, have now
It is hardly surprising, in these had ocular demonstration of what
circumstances, that even the Na- that policy involves. As interprettional Christian Council is be- ed by the Cantonese it appears to
coming dubious concerning the mean .the complete elimination: of
possibility of continuing mission- foreign influences in the churches,
ary work in "Nationalist" t<n·- educational institutions and hosritory. A Shanghai paper states pitals for the establishment ot
that "all foreign mission bodies which the Christian Churches of
conducting schools and universities America and the West have been
in Nationalist territory are con- responsible, and the use of their
sidering the withdrawal of their buildings and equipment for purforces and the cessation of all poses of a definitely anti-Christian
activities, unless recently promul- character.
gated and tllegedly confiscatory
The China Press states that the
regulations of the Cantonese Gov- Rev. E. S. Lobenstine, a Secretary
ernment are amended." Hunrlreds of the National Christian Council,
of missionaries, with their fami- is proceeding to Hankow "to open
lies, and what belongings could 1.,~ negotiations with the Nationalist
saved in t~eir hurried flight ha""N Government officials in an eleventh
already had to leave the Southern hour effort for remedial measures.''
and Western provinces.
And We should have thought that by
though it was hoped that thefr this time the National Christian
evacuation was only temporary, it Council would have recognized the
now appears doubtful whether folly of dabbling in politics. We
they will ever be able to return. do not know what credentials Mr.
And it can hardly be denied that Lobenstine has, but we venture to
a large measure of responsibilitv suggest that if any negotiations
for what has happened rests -.ipon whatsoever are conducted with the
the shoulders of those self-appoint- ''Nationalist'' Government they
ed spokesmen of the Protestant should be carried on through the
Missions who have joined in the usual official channels, and not by
clamour for the abrogation of the

6f
representatives of an organisation
that has no official status, and
which cannot even claim to have
a mandate from Protestant Missionary organizations-the largest
Protestant Mi88ion in China having
some months ago aevered relations
with the National Christian Council. Mr. Lobenstine as Protestant
"Nuncio" exposes himself to a
well-deserved snub from the ' 'Nationalist" Government, as well
as from those Missions which have
never been consulted regarding the
propQsed negotiations. The Natio~al Christian Council is in a

sorry predicament. It haa been
mainly instrumental in spreading
the view that the Treaty right,
under which mission wor.k has been
conducted for the greater part of
a , century are superfluous and outof-date. It must be difficult, now,
to admit that it is necessary to invoke the aid of the secular power
to preserve properties purchased by
contributions from Christians, and
dedicated to Christian uses, from
being confiscated and converted to
communistic and anti-Christian
propaganda.
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not guards but

ous and ill-informed criticisms in
one way : events at N anking have
answered it in another, and, incidentally revealed the · ext:reme
peril to which Shanghai would
have been exposed, but for the
presence of adequate military and
Let u1 1et Mr. Chen t• ne1otiate, and naval forces.
I am perfectly certain the whole thin1 can
The situation at N anking has
be settled in a moat amicable and satisfactory
been critical ever since the 21st
way.
inst. when a portion of the NorthOn Feb. 1, in th6 course of a ern troops went over to the South.
peach to his ow11 constituents, he General Chu Yu-pu, who arrived
stated:
on the scene dming the day sucI believe that the security of the women ceeded in def eating and disarming
and children, who undoubtedly are living in these men, but the foreign Consurisk in Shanghai, would have been greater lar Authorities then advised the
than it will be with the Defence Force evncuation of foreign women and
there.
children. On the 23rd 175 AmeriAnd at the Albert Hall "Peace can women and children were sent
with China" Demonstration, which down river, and from the telegrams
was held on Feb. 6, and advertis- received yesterday it would appear
that more foreigners would have
'ed as urging.
left
had certain of the ''veteran
PEACE, NOT PANIC
missionaries" not ignored the Con}DEALS, NOT IMPOSITIONS.
sular warning.
CoNVDSATIOINS, NOT CONCENTRATIONS.
N anking is an enormous though
DO NOTHING BUT NEGOTIATE.
not ve1·y densely populated, city,
Let u1 say, then, that if that Hanltow surrounded ·by a massive wall 30 to
50 ft. in height, and 32 miles in
document i1 signed, saying no further security
Only in the vicinity of
for Shanghai i1 required, the troops will be length.
Hsiakwan, the trading quarter 'in
turned round and brou1ht home.
which the Shanghai-N anking RailThese were the utterances of a
wav station is situated, does this
former Prime Minister, who is on
record as opposed to a policy of wah, which is of irregular saape,
approach the river front. There
"scuttle," and who professes to be
are hills, within the wall, along
concerned about the safety of
the greater part of the Western
·s own nationals in China as any
8ide of the city, and behind these
iaember of the present Government.
• hills lie the British, American and
flle message now being signed in Japanese Consulates. It was prehanghai an.i,wers these mischiev-

negotiations'' and
"Labour's China Policy means
mutual trust, not hostile acts") on
lanuary rn, the ex-Prime Minister, and former Foreign Secretary,
said:

an
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-sumably on one of these hills, in following
the North-west corner of the City,
"Hankow document.''
.and within reach of Hsiakwan, that
The gravity of this N anking inthe foreigners were concentrated,
cident
scarcely requires to te
in readiness of evacuation, when
the trouble began on Thursday. emphasized. It demonstrates ve1 r
The exact sequence of events is not clearly that the "Nationalists" i~
very clear from the cables and this region are completely out of
wireless messages received up to han~, and are animated by a
the time of writing. But it would fanatical, Boxer-like hatred of the
.Beem that Cantonese irregular~ foreigner. N anking is one of the
:suddenly began shelling the hill, most important centres of Amerikilling a British Doctor, seriously can educational effort in China.
wounding the British Consul- Most of the American residents
·General, and inflicting other there are engaged in mission or
educational work.
The attack
,casualties among the Britons and
upon foreigners and their property,
Americans who were gathered
the sacking of the foreign Conthere. lhe position became Ao
sulates and of all Japanese re:serious that the British Cruiser,
sidences, and the unprovoked
:and the American Destroyers in murder of British subjects and
port, put up a barage round the American citizens are outrages
hill to enable landing parties to 'whieh demand prompt and exgo ashore and rescue the foreigners. emplar~· punishment. It is to be
This task seems to have been only hoped that news of the N anking
partially accomplished, some 31 outrage, coupled with the intimaforeigners being safely evacuated . tion of the Cantonese General r,t
'But 17 British subjects, including Shanghui tp.at he inten.ds to make
the wounded British Consul-Gen- that city the base for a "worl<l re•eral and Marines, and 150 Ameri- volution", will awaken Europe and
-cans, including GO women and America to the full gravity of the
children, are still unaccounted for. situation in China. We are £aced
A number of Americans are stated with a fanaticism and savagery in
to have been killed and wounded, some respects more dangerous than
and a British Bluejacket on that of the Boxers. An<l it can,
H.~.S.
Emerald was fatally we fancy, merely be a question of
wounded. The British, American, time now before the Powers with
and Japanese Consulates have been substantial interests in this counsacked, and the business quarter is try recognize that intervention is
reported to be in flames. This is essential, if China is not to be
the kind of "security" which for- given over to lawlessness and chaos
.,igners receive from the Cantonese for at ]east another generation.
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AFTER NANKING.
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(Tientsin, March 28, 1927).
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ity to ards the white races. The
fruits of Scn·iet activities were
soon bro{ight forth in Canton,
Swatow, and other cities over
which the ''reds'' acquired conWe have around us on every hand, evidtrol. And sinee the arrival of the
ences that the predictions which have been
"Nationalists" on the Yangtze
GDDed into official ears for the paat five months
outrage
has followed outrage, al1,y Miaaionariea and the Preaa were not the
though
a
credulous public in Euvapourinp of disordered fancy, and ill-conrope
and
America,
misled by the
'lidered aenaationalism. There ia no longer any
aeed for us to insist upon the fact that the adoption of Bolshevik · •slo~a~s''
boding together of ignorant fanatics, and the hv a number of Protestant m1ss10ncirculation of falsehoods apecially designed to a;·ies, and ever 1·eady to 1·egard
feed and in8ame the 1uperatitiou1 minds of the their own nationals as "a medley
.mauea, constitute• a danger to peace and of adventurers" has discouned the
civilization.
The thing is before us in a P:x tent of Bohhevik influence, and
panorama of dialocated trade, panic-atricken professed its readiness to believe
utives, murdered and hounded foreigners.
thnt "Nationalist" spokesmen,
The same words might well have 1-mch aA Eugene Chen,-really meant
been written, with equal fruth, what they said when they denied
and equnl foreboding·, to-clay. Not that they were anti-foreign, and
for five months only, but for some promised that their progress
years past, warning after warning through China would be orderly
has appeared in these columns of and peaceable. rrhe British Conthe inevitable consequences of un- C'essions at Hankow and Kiu~iang
re tricted
Bolshevik
intrigue were overrun hv mobs, instigated
among the Chinese. It, indeed, bv "Nationalist" officials, and asrequired no grent prescience to si.sted by "Nationalist" troops, and
foresee the prohable consequences agreements rondoning these acts of
c,f "the circulation of falsehoods violence were not only signed by a
pecially designed to feed and in- 1epreHentative of His Majesty's
me the superstitious minds of Govemment, but actually cheered
he masses'' ; of the organization as a diplomatic success in the
,of armies equipped with Soviet House of Commons. The "Nationarms, and drilled hy Soviet in- ali AtA'' then proceeded to advance
tructors; of the lavish expendi- down river. At Wuhu, at Nantrue of money and energy for the king, at Chinkiang, looting and
outrage accompanied the Canton1M)}e purpose of fomenting animos-
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the issue of _this paper for
June 9. 1900. appeared a
leading article which began as
follows:
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ese occupation. · At Wuhu the Native Customs House and the Customs Club were looted, and several
foreigners had narrow escapes. At
Nanking,
BritisJi,
American,
French~ and Japanese nationals
have been wantonly murdered, and
every foreign residence and institution within the city, including the
hug~ missionary colleges, and the
foreign Consulates, has been sacked. At Chinkiang, another British Concession has been entered,
and looting and shooting have occurred. Is it any wonder with this
recor<l of continuous and unprovoked outrage before him, and
news coming in from other centres
that the situation is daily growing more menacing, that, the
American Minister should have instructed all American citizens in
"Nationalist" territory to leave,
as "the Cantonese have demonstrated their inability to protect
foreigners?"
·
General Chiang Kai-shek, who
heard of the N anking outrage
while on his way down river
from Kiukiang, at first appears to
have adopted a conciliatory attitude.
But when he reached
Nanking be apparently considered the situation so tense that it
~ould be unsafe for him to land,
,p d he accordingly proceeded
at~ight to Shanghai, where,
~ugh .a subordinate, he has had
ihb . audacity to ·assert that the
~~nking,. affair is :finished, all for:eiarnei, now ~. bei~g o:ut, . and·· "it

was merely an isolated incident.'"
The Americans, who in this instance appear to have suffered theh~aviest material losses, if not thegreatest loss of life, are told that
they "were drawn into it by the
British" and warned not to allow
themselves to be led into "a false,
position" otherwise they would
find themselves as unfavourably.
In
placed in· China as Britain.
other words, America must' betaught that she cannot be permitted to use her warships or Marinesfor the protection of her citizens,.
even when they are being m:urdered in cold blood, their residences
are being sacked, and their Consular authorities are driven '- out,.
and threatened with death. We
scarcely iihink that the American
Government will allow the impudent suggestion that it placed itself"
in a "false position" at N anking;
to pass unchallenged.
Hitherto, wherever it has been
possible to distinguish betweelll
them and other foreigners, Britons,
only have been sing·led out for·
outrage and humiliation by the·
"Nationalists." At Nanking, however, American, British, ]french:
and Japanese nationals and property seem to have been treated
with the same barbarity. And if
is lo be . hoped that the Govern~
ments concerned, instead of endeavouring to dodge responsibility
for securing redress, will act in
clos,e coQpera tion ·in the • 11.egotiatfons that must now ensue.
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The !-,avagery displayed by the
·"Nationalists" wherever the,y go,
their unwillingness or inability to
'.f ulfil their pledges in respect of
foreign live~ and property, and
±heir connivance at every form of
insult to, and intimidation of, for,eigners, renclers it almost certain
that a g·enel'nl evacuation of all
Yangtze ports will become neces-sary in the course of a few days.
Anangements have already been
made to remove all Americans
from Hankow, at short notice, and
it is understood that most if not
all foreigners h~ve now left Wuhu,
N anking, and Chinkiang.
It is
amazing, but typical of the wrongheaded view of the situation now
taken in England, that at such a
·.1.noment, when Shanghai remnins
the only haven of safety for the
foreign communities in Mid-China,
''the suggestion is advanced in
.certain quarters that negotiations
on a broader basis should be/ initiated, and the position of the
Shanghai Settlement reg·ularized
(Ric) on the lines followed at Hankow." Shanghai, at the moment,
is in a state of siege, in peril from
within as well as from without,
and secure only because the largest
- - ~ )•

foreign forces ever assembled
there are in control, and ready to
take whatever action may be necessary to maintain order.
It
would be madness, at such a time.,
to entertain the -i dea of any such ·
"regularization" as that which has
occurred at Hankow, the effect of
which would be to hand the control of the Settlement over to a
Communist organization.
There
should be no suggestion of any
modification in the status of
Shanghai until foll redress has
been obtained for the Yangtze outrages, and the "Nationalists"
have convincingly demonstrated
their ability to maintain order, and
repress intimidation.
Another
General Sfrike is threatened unless the barrieades are removed,
and pickets and ag·itators employed by the General Labour Union.,
are granted immunity from arrest.
I£ these demands are complied .
with, arrangements should be taken
in hand at once, for the evacuatjon
of all foreign residents. · To "regularize" the position at Shanghai
on the lineR followed at Hankow
will simply mean that life will become impossible for every foreign
resident within the Settlement.

--·-•-<---

THE NEW BOXERISM·.
(Tientsin, March 29, 1,927).
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has not been the practice of
this newspaper, as our readers
-can testify, to indulge in an "I

told you so" attitude, when the
warnings that have repeatedly appeared in these columns are shown

•
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extremists.
H, as is generally
to be justified. Although, presum- l,elieved by the Japanese, he i'ntenably, we are among· wlrnt a former ded to 111ake Nanking· nis headPrime' Minister 0£ Great Ilritain, quarters, org·unize a, new "NationMr. ·D avid Lloyd George, describ- nlist" Government there, and defy
ed as ''the-;e miserable little rags, tlrn communistic elements, his plan
that were just published here and hai; completely failed. He clid not
there along the coa.st of China'', dare to land at Nanki:np;, which
und "jw~t written by purely irres- wur1 already in the hands of the
poni;ible people'' we may claim most violent of the extremists when
that. iu general-as is perhaps only be reached that city. On arrival
nahual. as we happen to be on the at Shanghai he issued, tliroug-h
t,pot-we ha'\"'e shown a better ap- his subordinate, General Pai
J>l'e<:iatiou 0£ the realities of tlrn Ching-hsi, a message of defiance
situation than amateur jotunalistH to the British, coupled with an inlike Mr. Lloyd George, and other solent warning to the Americans.
politicians who have simply used Auel on Sunday, in company with
tLe ChineRe question as a basis for Ueneral Pai, he attended a mass
political polemics. l!"'ully a month meeting on the bo1·ders of the
before the British Concession at }'re~1ch Concession, at which rellankO'\V was ovenuu by a ChineHe solutions were adopted demanding
mob we were urging the British au- the immediate retrocession of the
thorities not to trust to fair offerH, foreign Settlements, and ·advocatand a policy o± eon('iliation, for the ing another General Shike. Ile has
protection of their nationals in that therefore openly identified himself
centre. Sometime before the out- with: the extremish, and the ad1·age at Ilnnkow we were urging
vocates of violence, and the chances
in the most emphatic language, of a peaceful solution of' the
that adequate precautions should Shanglrni problem, never very
be adopted £or the protectjon of hopeful, have correspondingly ch.Shanghai. ·ro-day we venture,
with a full sense of respon~i bili ty, minished.
.After what has recently occurred
but with equal earnestness to utter
a £urthel' warning in 1·egard to the at '\Ynhn, Nanking and Chinkiang,
situation jn :Mid-China and the and in view of the fact that a deliberate attempt i11 now being made
North.
to evict all foreig·ner8 from HanIf the cables which reached UR
.kow, it becomes necessary to confrom Shanghai ye~ter<l.ay can be
sider what is to be the future policy
depende<l. upon, it is quite plain
of the Treaty Powers. The Ame1·it]iat ,-vhatever his personal inclinacau Government has decided upon
tions, General Chiang Kai-shek has
the evacunti011 of all of its nations1.1nendered to t11e Kuomintang
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in ~tory uader the control
.tile ''Nationa&t'' Government,
·t1i the exception of Shanghai.
at means the removal of all
•rieans from the Yailgts•
V lley and from Chekiang Fu. n, and K wangtung. It ·seelll.8
probable that the Britis~ uthori·es howev-er reluctant they may
'be t,o damage ~ritish interests, will
$)OD feel oblitred to adopt a similar
with the result that all
hite residents in South and a con•d.n-able portion of Mid-China, •
·n leave the country, or be
,oncentrated in . Shanghai and
:Jlongkong.
Thi course will
invol e enormous sacrifice of property, and immease ~ncial loss,
ana ean only be justified on the
~und that it is preferable to
ving fonign men nd women
d children at the .,_erey of the
avagea who now masquerade a
e saviours of China from "fo
eign unl)erialism."
Shanghai, we presume, with the
foreign forces already concentrat•
Cld there, or available within a fe-fl
days if required, can be held
gain t any attacks that the Can•
tonese forcea, or Chinese JJlOh ,
-" capable of making. But. i it
lie intention of the foreign
J'owers, eve:htuall to hold Shangai, and no other centre P
e ate
ot yet actually threatened in
otsin, o~ the Manchunan ports.
local authorities h ve
·:_,;;,.a ,a . .~r of fa.et e-rinced
JROfMt tk )i

eourse,

the

7l.
ment necessary or ,desirable to rush
disorder. And the oft-expressed military and naval reinforcements
d~_termination of the Governments to this centre, it would, we think,
chiefly concerned, not to inter,·ene be most desirable that the Govin China's domestic troubles, or ernments chiefly concerned ,'3hould
to support any of the warring fac- leave us under no uncertainty as
tions~ make'3 it very doubtful whe-. to their intent.ions. If the p~licy
ther such assistance will he fo1·th- of "scuttle" with all' the humiliacoming.
There is the· further tion and loss that it involves, is to
difficulty that the mere fact that be followed here in the event of
he was depending upon foreign aid the trouble spreading North, it
would alienate the sympathies of would be bet-ter and wise1· for
a number of his countrymen. It
gradual evacuation to begin withseems clear ,that if the menace of out delay. An intimation that
what. can best be described as rrientsin-like Shanghai-will be
Bolshi-Boxerism is to spread to r.eld with whateve1· forces may be
North China the Foreign Govern- 1·equired for the purpose, would do
ments conce1·ned will have to much to restore confidence locally.
choo'3e between effective resistance and quite possibly reduce the risk
at . pre-determined points, or the of trouble in this negihbourhood.
·: hmniliating and disastrous alter- But there are other place'3, also,
D,Btive of evacuating their nation- where the risk of ~oubl& has to bfl
. ale.
The Foreign garrisons in faced, and where, in fairness to the
N orlh China-less than six thou•
local residents, the intentions of
· _.- sand men in all, with no medium the foreign authorities ought ·to
:·. or heavy artillery, no aeroplanes, be revealed. Hordes of demo1·aliz.~ i and inadequate transport----cannot
ed soldiery a~e being sent back to
'. ,· conceivably perforn;>. the multifar- Tsingtao, where the J' apanese have
ious duties expected of them. important financial -interesta. Are
.· .., These include the defence of the Tsingtao, and Chefoo, to be turn....
~ ·. Legation Quarter., the protection ed over to the mob, in the event
i;,. of about one hundred miles of rail- of troubleP
~>.· _,-we.y, and the. defence of Foreign
It is useles'3, to-duy, to prate of
which could only be effecconciliation,
of patienc(', o·f neg~
~,:"·. ~-.ely prot-A!cted by a cordon some.
' ·. ~ thirty. mile'3 in length. Yet-Tien- tiation. The only sane course·.
, ttm . m.ust be held as long as to face the fact that ii Western civ·-~:--- the '-. Legations are . retained in ilization and:.;Japan .are not at w.ar
-.J\.· :Peking, ~d . as long as there .w ith Chiiu~, a pQ'Jj'.W~n of the Chin-.
'.:r, ate Jo:reipert in North China in es~ is openly1 • at . .;-with ..the1J1.
·. ,ed of . su.ccour and protection. The i11ue C-.~ 1~~>_- lo~ge?:.).le do~··'-:_:,..l.a4 :ev,eJ(:il k ia· not at•ttbe mo· 1 •
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only remedy for the series of anti- .
There is as yet no definhe proforeign outbreaks in the Yangtze
nouncement regarding the deY alley. And the decision of the
mands of the Powers in connection
British and American Governwith the Nanking outrage, but
ments may, we ' hope, be interpretthese military precautions suggest
ed as indicating t,hat with or
that the gravity of the situation
without Japanese co-operation.
has at last been recognized in
they will take whatever steps may
America and Great Britain, and
be necessary to vindicate their
that action, and not mere verbal honour, and exact redress for outprotests, may be expected if their
rages , upon their Flags, tbeirdemands ar~ not unconditionally
na.tionals, and their property.
and promptly met.
The evacuation of Americans
. ''Japan will issue no more warn- and Britons from the interior apings, and will make no more pro- pears now to have been almost
tests, against the trend of affairs completed, so far as the Yangtze
m China, but will take such mea- Valley is concerned. Only at
sures as -are necessary to meet Hankow do any considerable forgiven necessities", Mr. Yoshizawa, eign communities remain, and they
the Japanese Minister at Peking, are under warning. to be ready for
is reported to have told a news- immediate departure.
Japanesepaper representative .• on Friday reports suggest that it may not be
last. And it may be hoped that long before a general order to
this, 1·~ther than the temporising evacuate Hankow is issued, seriou~
policy urged by a section of the trouble being anticipated •with theJapanese press, l'epresents the 200,000 unemployed, who have
views of the Tokio Government. lost their work as a result of the
The proposal to ~end a joint Com- activities of the Bolsheviks in themission to N anking, said to have Wu-Han cities. Both the British
emana~.ed from Japan, can only be and the· American Governments
regarded as an exhibition of flab- have now, we understand, advised
biness which will encourage the the withdrawal.,.. of their nationals.
Chinese extremists to fancy that from the interior in North as well
•· even a premeditated outrage as as }lid-and South China, to theg"ross a.s that which has occurred Coast. The loss and inconvenienceat N anking, can now be commit- caused by such a course can only
, ted with impunity, and without be justified if it can be regarded
any fear of repri~mls on the part as a precaution against the posof the Powers wl10 have been .in-. sible reactions of a stronger policy
nlted 8i]ld defied, Drastic de- in dealing with the Cantonese. In
mands, followed up, if necesary, spite of the daily list of outrage&
by drastic ·action, constitute the
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acts of provocation, the
-" Nationalist Government" has the
audacity to describe the evacuation
of .Americans from the Yangtze
region and el ewhere "as a measure dictated by panic and not by
statesmanship;'' while General
Chiang Kai-shek, with the knowledge of what has occurred at
nearly every port from Chungking
to Shanghai has had the impudence to pretend that "wherever
Nationalist forces arrived, missionaries were not only protected by
the Ne.tionalists, but the aspira.tions and aims of the Southerners
were clearly understood and sympathized with, by most . of the foreigners.''
The smoke-screen behind which
the ''Nationalists.,, hope to hide
their evil deeds; has already been
started by )Ir. Eugene Chen, who
makes light of the whole Nanking
affair: ascribes the responsibility
· therefore to "reactionary and
counter-revolutionary elements'' ;
and-in contradiction to General
Kai-shek, who estimates that six
Chinese were killed and fifteen
wounded, by the naval bombardment-places the Chinese casualties at the rate of 100 killed and
wounded for every single foreign
casualty. There is no sign of 1·eal
, contrition in the statement issued
from Hankow; no· indication that
anything is to be done to prevent
a recurrence of ~uch outrages in
the future. The attitude of the
" ationalists•' appears to be one

of cynical defiance, and it may
safely be predicted that no satis-f action will be forthcoming for ·
Nanking unless it is exacted by
"such measures as are necessary t~.
meet given necessities."
While anything in the form of
unreasoning panic is to be depre- ·
cated, it is satisfactory to learn
that the British and American
Governments are now fully alive to •
the gravity of the situation' in this
country. "'!'rusting :Mr. Chen'
has proved a costly and .disastro~
experiment. It has led to the ruin
of British interests in Hankow,..
and necessitated the evacuation,. .
often at short notice, and with the ·
utmost difficulty, of every other
port on the Yangtze. It would .
be amusing, were it not so tragic, .
to read the views expressed by ·
some of the N anking victims on
the policy of patience and con-ciliation, in the Shanghai papers,
to-day. Nanking was one of the·
hotbeds of the advocates of treaty
revision, and the relinquishment of·
foreign privileges and protection.
Hundreds of missionaries who-·
might have been removed to afe- ty, in good time, had . they acted
upon the advice of their consular·
authorities, elected to re-main behind, and suffered the consequ•·
ences of their obstinacy and creclul--.
ity. And through it appears tliat
there are among the refugees a
few who "are still stoutly main-taining their old policy of obsmieting any move toward tightening:
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force to deal with the unpreced-the 1·ein.s by the Powers", a Nanented menace of an enormous
king University · Professor is res- .Asiatic nation overwhelnie1l · with
•p onsible £or the statment thut:
destrudive frenzy, it is difficuH to
·•'.Strong military action against
see how the challenge can much
:the Cantonese will be advocated longer be ignored. Drastic action
l>y most of the Nan.king· exiles now muy still avert the spread of
when they return to the United
this madnes~ over those portions
States, which most of them plan
of China where the semblance of
to do as soon as they can secure
order and control is maintaine<l. A
sailings.' '
£e,y months, or even a few weeks
Meanwhile the jubilation of hence, it may be too late to thwart
.Moscow over the defiance of the the infamous schemes of Moscow
""imperialist Powers", and the per- without bloodshed ~ind ~mitering
version of the N anking outrage on a scale hitherto unknown npon
into an unproYoked bombardment the face of the earth. The Soviet
hy the B1·itish and American war- Revolution and its aftenuath cost
·ships, continue. It seems amaz- Russia millions of lives-an<l that
.ing that· in· this, the T,,;-enti.eth in a thinly populated country
,Century, the articulate portion of which normally is entirelr self-a whole nation, which claims to
supporting in the matter of its
1>e civilized, and to be a European food supply. In China, with an
l>ower, can glory in savagery of
average <lem,ity of population ~£
this kind. It ought now to be
2as to th P 8q uare mile, and Jedear to the most sceptical that pendent to the extent of millions
"-hat f;oviet Russian wants in of tons per annum, on outside sup,China is not to help the "oppressed plies of <'ereals, a catastrophe too
mai-ses", not to assist her to win terrible tn contemplate threatens
full nationhood, but to provoke inthe nation if tb.e production and
cident after incident until the
import of necessa1•ips of life are
whole :Far East is in flames. ~oseriously affected. It there are
.one, least of all the Chinese, would 200,000 unemployecl in the ,vul)ene-fit from such a conflagration.
Han Cities within a few months of
But it is now the settled policy of the inaugmati.ou of Jfolshcvik
}foseow to encourage the Chinese
activities in that <·enil'e, what is
in the ' most ' reckless savagery,
going to be the situation us th·1s
hoping there by, not to improve, the
blight spreads through China.
lot of the Chinese people, who will
Suffering such as has never before
he the worst sufferers in the end;
been recorded in hiHtory awaits the
lrnt to inflict. a vital blow upon
Chinese nation if this reckless
<·ivilization. Reluctant though the
madness continues, unchecke<l.
. civilized nations are to resort to
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BRITISH INTERESTS IN
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(Tient,in, April 1, 1921).

}fOST. of

our readers must, we
thmk, share in our bewilder- ·
]llent reg~r?ing the _present policy
of the Bnti h Government. As a
precautionary measure it has w&J"Iled all Briti h subjects in the Interior to make for the coast with
the · re ult that scores of ' men,
women and children are arriving
here daily, and must find accommodation of some kind or another
until they are able, either to return to their homes in safety. or
to secure passages elsewhere. The
result is that already these refugees
are experiencing difficulty in :finding temporary residences in Tientsin, and w~ have received a request to appeal to the public for
&Mistance. We trust that the Tien. tsin Women's Club or at any rate
the British me:rnbers thereof, will
take up thi question and see what
~an be done. At the same time
. 'that this exodus is taking plac,e
the Briti h Authorities are, apparently, quite willing to enter in.to
negotiations for the tran fer of the
control of the British Concessio'.'l
into Chine e hands. The authorities to whom thi:& Mntrol would be
· surrendered are precisely the me
nthoritie who are at preset in
eontror of molt of th districts
hom liich 'Brit·
jeo~

ted. Y
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continual touch with •r. Chen,
~jng administration of any Foreign
a-nd -would 1ee th.at B·ri.tish inter~oncession in China. The safeests we-re protected.''
··guards it should have contained,
It seems incredible that with
and the guarantees that should
this
object lesson of progressive
· have been ex.acted, are lacking,
destruction
of British interests
with the result that there is nothit,
the
British Government
before
ing, to prevent Tom Mann, the
British Communist, or Roy, the . can contemplate, in Tientsin,
notorio~ Indian seditionist, be- action which might expose the .
;i ug p.ominated, and elected, as Concession here to the same perils.
British members <>f the Council, We believe that so long as Mar· when the first Council is actually shal Chang Tso-lin ,remains in
.. elected. Relinquishment of for- Peking there will be no-repetition
_4ign control over the Police has of the Hankow outrages here. But
1Wulted in the virtual withdrawal we find it difficult to believe that
cd police protection, so far as Bri• while engaged in what may prove
: tiah reside,nts are concerned. Bri- to be a decisive struggle in Honan
.-; tiah residents have recently been and Anhwei, he can really be an•driven from the streets at the xious to assume additional and
pQint of the bayonet.
British onerous 'responsibilities in an area
·b.nks, the British newspaper, and which remains perfectly peaceful
llritish factories, have been com•· at present, and which, so far . a&
pelled to close down by barefaced he is concerned, can be protected
just as effectively, and . without
,~-~~datfon. Strike pickets enserious
appre\ension
,·\· :\... foreign homes and intimidate causing
among the residents, fr<>m outsi~e.
:/, "iillf servants. All rthis has been
There· are other aspects. of tJle
:;_:_:AAJ>pening_ during the . past fort/~{. -ht; after the House of Com- matter deserving of moat seriona
·-·\~
had been told (on l{arch 21) consideration. It seems, for iJJ.~; V~ : uin regard to anti-British stance, not to be generally. reali-.d
t)r,~anda, it was certainly un- that of the foreign population .:of '
~-- :·-~ ~ ,between o~lves and the the ar~, the British number only
S,~em Government thai every- just over one.third: - There ,pa
.~
possible would be done to actually more .Russians than Bri~~ .ihe inter,est.s of both tish living in the area, nearly-.~ lf
j/i/l,ftl'1; .~ t " the same measure as many Americana, and ovt9r•: 100
British Gov-.~
illl~tion would- be afforded to Japan•se. ,
ment
has
certain
UlOJl'al
.o b ~
~ · ill•~ in Hankow -nd
to theae ftlidtnt1 .- .wellJ ~ i ~
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.
·. . • _. :..aa
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juncture which withdraw or
,modify their protection. Further,
assuming that the Southerners
were to reach and occupy Tientsin,
it may be regarded as certain that
they would expect forthwith to
assume the rights conceded to the
Northern Government in any
agreement that may now be signed, and to exercise them by substituting extremists for the Chinese nominated, or approved by
Peking. After Hankow, to admit
this contention would be wilfully
to hand over the British Area to
ruin. It is clear that any modification in the status of other British areas should be accompanied
by safeguards which will not, as
at Hankow, prove wholly illusory.
The· record of Hilnkow does not
inspire confid~nce in the British
Goverllment's policy, in spite of
the fact that it is stated to haye
been decided upon "after a careful examination of all the circumstances.''
And we suggest
that a further examination might

reveal the irresistible logic of our
contention that if the decision to
withdraw Britons fro~1 the interior is justified, any abatement
of present safeguards in this--the
main-concentration centre, is
not. Finally, if it be true, as
suggested in recent cables, ·that
part of the new British Brigade is
destined for Tientsin and Peking,
it seems pertinent to inquire whether it is anticipated that the
necessary billeting and otlier
arrangements can be made as .
speedily and us satisfactorily, with
a Municipality which is not under
British control. In Shanghai, we
understand, it was necessary to uae
Municipal property for the accommodation of the British forces.
This was pos. ible where a foreign
Council was in control. It might
present very serious difficulties if
a Chinese-controlled Council, obsessed with the importance of
maintaining China's ''sovereign
right'', had to be dealt with.

--~)-••·•-~(-THE PIEKING RAID~
(Tientain, April 8, 1927).
.
THE sensational proceedings spe~tacle of Ma~hal Chan~ · Taowhich took place on the pre- lm s ferrets clearmg out this warmises owned by the Soviet Em- ren naturally attracted and int.baesy in Peking, on Wednesday: ested all ~ho he~rd. of. and were
might well have been staged tor able to witness 1t, it 1s well to
the special benefit of the large emphasize that this was no~ "
--party of American tourists now in "movie" drama, but a most sen
the Capital. But though the development-perhaps the r,a-4
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Article XII of the Agreement of
May 31, 1924, Russians other than
actual members of the Staff of the
Embassy whose names and ranks
have been communicated to the
Chinese Government, and Russian
property other than that in actual
use by the Embassy for diplomatic
purposes, are amenable to Chinese
jurisdiction; subject, however, to
the servitudes imposed by the Protocol Powers for the protection of
the Quarter. If, then, the Chinege Authorities in the Capital
secure evidence that the Embassy
property, other than that in legitimate use by the Soviet Envoy, is
being utilized for hostile or
seditious activities, and for the
harbouring of Chinese and Russian
agitators, the only course open to
them is to apply to the representatives of the Protocol Powers, for
permission to search the p;emises,
and to make such arrests or
seizures as may be required in the
interests of public peace. The
small force of Legation Police who,
by reason of the fact that Chinese
are not permitted to reside in, the
Quarter, are virtually restricted
to traffic duties, would not be adequate for a raid of this character.
Moreover, as the matters at issue
lie solely between the Chinese
Authorities and the Soviet, there
are obvious objections to a Police
Force under the control of the Foreign Legations, assuming the responsibility for such a raid.
The Protocol Legations were

approached, and appear to have
felt that there was no alternative
to acquiescing m the Chinese
authorities' request. They could
hardly, indeed, reject it, and
at the same time hold the Peking
Government responsible for the
maintenance of order in the Capital, if the latter produced convincing evidence that the Embassy
premises were being used for the
purpose of fomenting disorder.
The blow was delivered swiftly,
and_ apparently, with unusual efficiency. It came as a complete
surprise to the occupants-Russian and Chinese--,of the propert . And it seems to have resulted in an immense haul of incrim.
inating evidence. It may be assumed that the more important
of the documents seized will take
some time to sort and -translate.
But a number of Chinese communists-including one of the most
notorious agitatorB--have been
arrested, as well as a score
of Russians.
And · it is stated
that carloads of printed propaganda and Kuomintang :flags have
been removed fro.m the premises.
If this be true the Soviet Embassy
will find itself in a very invidious
If it protests against
position.
the raid, on the spurious pretext
of diplomatic immunity, it will
have to explain the presence of
hostile propaganda and insignia in
premises in respect of which this
claim is made. If it does not protest it will still have to explain
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the use of property under its control for the .;torage of sedjtious literature and Kuomintang flags. It
cannot. . escape
responsibility,
either way, for a gross abuse '>f
its diplomatic privileges. And it
is difficult to see how the matter
can end in any other way than by
the summary expulsion of every
Soviet official in Peking, North
China, and Manchuria. Marshal
Chang Tso-lin, it would seem, has
established beyond all question,
the complicity of the Soviet in the
present disturbances in this country.
And the only regrettable
feature of the whole business is
that we shall not now be regal~
with the Tass Agency's accounl s
of the "indignation" aroused by
his action in Moscow and elsewhere in Russia.
The activities of the Fengtien
Authorities, yesterday, were extended to Tientsin. With warrants
counter-signed by the French
Consul-Genera.I, and accompanied
by ]trench Police, Chinese police
entered and searched a numher of
Soviet institutions in the French
Concession.
These included the
offices of the Dalbank, Chinese

Eastern Railway, Soviet Trade
Mission, and , Mongolian Central
Co-operative, and the private residence of the Dalbank Manager.
It seems hardly likely that serious
incriminating evidence was unearthed at any of these places, as the .
inmates must have known of the
Peking r~id the previous night or
eady yesterday morning, and the
Tientsin raid did not begin until
the late afternoon.. It was rumomed, however, that there had
been much burning of documents
in some of these offices earlier in
the day. The element of surprise
was lacking in 'rientsin, and unless the local Bolsheviks are much
more stupid than we take them
for, they will have succeeded in
destroying any inconvenient documents hours before the Chinese
police appeared upon the scene.
It is quite possible, however, that
the Peking raid will "have furnished some evidence of the ~ctivities
of the Tientsfn offices. And if it
can be proved that these commercial organs have been used for
subversive activities, it may be
hoped , that they will be shut down
for good.

~--~-~(--
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HANDS ON CHINA!
(Tientsin, April 9, 1921).
ONE of the most regrettable fea.
tur~. of their recent raid on
iii~ . pre,~s of the Soviet Eln-

hassy at Peking is that it has
deprived us of the daily fulminations of the Tass News Agen~y.
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Police and troops from entering
Except for a brief and vague cable
the Embassy premises without the
from London, we have no in£01maformality of requesting permission
tion in regard to the reception of
from the Envoys of the Protocol
the news of the raid by China's
Powers. In February, 1925, Comf}isinterested friends in Moscow.
rade Kamhan of glorious memory,
The Moscow Government does not,
indited a Note to "Their Excelas yet., appear to know whether· it
lencies t4e Representatives in
ought. to gibber at the "Chinese
China of the other Powers signaGovernment," or the "Muknen
tory to the Protocol of 1901" proGenerals'' or the ''Powers'' whose
testing against the use, "without
representatives permitted the entry
even asking for the consent of the
of Chinese Police into the "inviolEmbassy or so much as at all
able Legation Quarter." The last
approaching this Embassy" of the
phrase strikes one as peculiarly
Russian Glacis for "horse-jumpcynical when it is clear, even from
ing'' by American marines. He
the evidence so far available that
demanded that in future "it will
the inviolability of the Legation
no longer be allowed to make use
Quarter lias been ignored by the
of the Russian glacis without
Soviet Authorities,
who have
formal permission from the Soviet
allowed premises under their conEmbassy." In the reply that was
trol to be used for the housing- of
sent to him by Dr. Schurman,
Chinese communist agitators, and
Comrade Karahan was . informed
the storage of arms and ammunition. Kuomintang -flags, and com- that:
No communication having been made lo
munist propaganda. Moscow, it
the Senior Commandant on the subject of
appears, regards itself as alone
the participation of Soviet Mititary forces
entitled to v1olate the sanctity of
for the defence of the Legation Quarter
the Legation Quarter, to harbour
since the e5tablishment in the Diplomatic
Chinese in violation of the terms
Quarter of the Embassy of the Union to
of th l~ 1901 l'>rotocol, and to use
this date, plans for its defence pre·,riously
the premises of the Soviet Emdrawn up have not in any way been changbassy for the subversion of law
ed. As a result the Guard Commandanll
and order in Peking. It claims
whose duty it is to defend the Glacis situatthe privileges, but does not reed in front of the Soviet Embassy is in
cog·nize the obligations, of the
charge of it and may utilise it from a mili~)wnership of property m the
tary point of view, in accordance with the
Quarter.
agreement entered into with the other Com1t might be recalled here that
mandants.
if the Soviet Embassy had had its
Previous
to
entering into
own way there would have been
occupation of the Embassy prenothing· to pr~vent the Chinese

&f
mises Comrade Karahan· undertook not to introduce Red troops
into the Capital, and assured the
.American Minister that he would
behave like a good neighbour.
Compliance with his demands in
regard to the so-called Russian
.glacis would have meant that a
considerable portion of the "\'1~ estem boundary of the' Legation
Quarter would have been left unprotected, and that Chinese troops
and Police would have encountered no obstacle in a raid from this
direction. That, of course, was
what the Soviet Ambassador wanted at the time, when he was striving by every means in his power
to break down the privileged
status of the Protocol Powers.
To-day, however, it is a different
story. The sanctity of the Quarter must be preserved in order that
the Soviet Embassy may continue
to be used, unmolested, as the
headquarters of communist acti-,-ities in the Capital.
We may expect soon to hear that
a 'furious protest-probably drafted by Karahan himself-has been
addressed to Peking in regard to
this "unheard-of outrage", and
that indignation me.etings are
being organized in various centres
in Soviet Russia. The illogical
nature of these proceedings, of
course, will not occur to the mobs
who have from time to time been
mustered to clamour for ''Hands
off China." The fact that what
has been done by the Chinese

authorities in Peking with the
permission of the Protocol Ministers, would have been done without
any reference to them whatsoever,
if Karahan had had his own way,
will naturally not be emphasized.
Nor · will the incongruity of protesting against the • exercise of
China's sovereign rights, and of
appealing to "imperialistic and
"unequal" treaties be stressed.
The deluded "proletariat" 'will
shriek as enthusiastically for a
"hands on China" policy as it
has clamoured recently for "hands
off China'' and with equal ignorance of the real issues. But the
Moscow Government, we fancy,
for all its - bluster, will feel extremely uncomfortable. Its spokesmen have repeatedly denied that
it has been interfering in any way
in China's internal affairs, and
scoffed at the idea that the Soviet
Government has played any part
whatsoever in fomenting tue antiBritish and anti-foreign movement, among the Chinese. Here
in
the
"inviolable
Legation
Quarter'' proofs seem to have been
obtained tlmt its premises because
of the£r fancied i·mmunity, have
been used as the headquarters of
these and other subversive movements in the Capital. And proof
will, we presume, shortly be furnished to the whole world, of
Soviet
complicity.
Organized
mass meetings, and threatening
notes will come too late to prevent
the revelation of the truth.
I
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We must await with what
patience we can~ the reTelations
regarding the "finds" on the
Embassy premises. There are also
several other mysteries to be cleared up. \Ve do not fancy that
much of interest will have been
found in Tientsin, where the raid
was sadly bungled, taking place at
least 24 hours too late, and with
a previous publicity which, in any
ease, woul<l have given the sta:ffs
of the various institutions warning

of what was to come.
It
was unfortunate, and of course,
most improper, that the search of
the Chinese authorities should
have extended to the offices of the
Soviet Military Attache. But it
also seems unfortunate, -and most
improper that these offices should
have been situated in the midst of
a nest of communist agitators.
Had they been in the Embassy
compound this mistake could not
have occurred.

___ _., ). ---·---<--.
THE HONOUR OF JAPAN.
(Tie·ntsin, April 11, 1927).
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July 29, 1914, the German
Chancellor, Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg, in the course of an
interview with the British Ambassador at Berlin,
made a
supreme bid for British neutrality
in the impending conflict. If England would only remain neutral,
he said, Germany would undertake
that she aimed ·a t no territorial
acquisitions at the expense of
France, should she prove victorious in the war that might enHe refused to give a
sue.
similar undertaking :n re~ard to
French Colonies; he refused also
to enter into any undertak.ing in

regard to the observance of Belgium's neutrality.
But though
Great Britain at that time was
not allied to France, and was under no obligation to go to her support in the event of war, the reply
of the British Government was
that:
.
"It would be a disgrace for us
to make tnis bargain with Germany at the expense of France, a
disgrace from which the good
name of this country would never
recover.''
Later, in a speech explaining
the incident to the House of Commons, the Prime Minister, Mr.
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Asquith, asked "What are we going to get in return?'' And he
:r:eplied :
'' A promise-nothing
more; -a promise as to what Germany would do in certain eventualities; a promise, be it observed-I am sorry to say it, but it
must be put on record-given by
a Power which was at that '"ery
moment announcing its intention
to violate its own treaty, and inviting us to do the same. I can
~nly say, if we had dallied or
temporized, we, as a Government,
should have covered ourselves with
dishonour, and we should have betrayed the interests of this country, of which we are trustees."
Japan, it seems to us, is confronted with much the same decision today. On March 24, Eiays
a Japanese correspondent, at Nanking, "women were stripped of
their clothing and disgraced, men
brutally struck with rifles or shot
mercilessly with revolvers, children scared and torn away from
their mothers, all furniture and
:fixtures smashed and destroyed,
and valuables stolen and carried
away-all by Cantonese soldiers
..in uniform.'' A few days later a
gallant Japanese. officer, who considered himself responsible £or the
protection of his nationals, attempted suicide, after leaving a
message stating:
"I endured
what we could not tolerate. The
lives of the Japanese refugees
could be saved, •hut I am ashamed that the honour of the Japanese

Navy was disgraced by the Soi1ther.n.. soldiers.'' A few more days
passed, and, at Hankow·, frenzied
mobs attacked the ,Japanese Concession, compelled the Japanese
cq:µnnunity, over a thousand in
number, to seek refuge on any
available vessel they could reach,
set fire to Japanese warehouses,
and captured five Japanese bluejackets, and five civilians, whose
f~te is still unknown. And now,
apparently, the Japanese ConsulGeneral at Hankow has been officially informed by Mir. Eugene
Chen-the :value of whose .p romises is a matter of worldwide
notoriety-that his Government
has only to overlook these outtrages, to refrain from co-operation with the Powers whose nationals have been similarly outraged,
and not only will the "Nationalist
Government" abstain from any demand for the retrocession of the
Japanese Concession; it will also
undertake to suppress all anti-Japanese agitation in China. Again
we see
"a -promise-nothing
more ; ; ' a promise which is o:ff ered
by an authority which at this very:
moment is violating its own tr~aties and inviting the Japanese
Government to do the same•. For
the implications of Eugene Chen's
latest offer are obvious. Japan is
to pumhase immunity from further
hostility by becoming a party to
the concentration of Cantonese
hostility upon othr friendly Powers. · And 8ir Edward Grey's
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securing redreAs for the N anking
and other outrages.
But these
differences cannot justify an
abrupt repudiation of the accepted
standards of international morality
and decency. Japan cannot do this

thing and retain her own self-respect and the respect of the Powers
,vith whom, sooner or later, she
must associate herself in nn effort
to bring order out of chaos, in
China.
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(Tientsin, April ~4, 1927).
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arrested at Shanghai is the notorious commun1st Chen Tu-shu.
General Chiang Kai-shek, himself,
is now reported to be in N anking,
where it is proposed to hold a con.;
ference on Friday, and where, if
he haN his own way, the headquarters of the "Nationalist"
GQvernment will shortly be establish;ed . .
What has occurred at Shanghai
and Hangchow suggests that a
definite n1pture has taken place
between the Wu-Han extremists
and the Commander-in-Chief; But
other events if correctly reported,
clo not appear to warrant the belief that General Chiang Kai-shek
has finall:v broken with the communist~alien. and Chinese--who
ure in confrol of the P-arty at
Han kow, and certainly afford
little ground for the assumption
thut Genera~ Chiang has in any
way .1'lode:rated ,his views. ~ -' !~
_.i~j•·_· -.ihe
~ t.in
. ·. ~tter,
in_. .t he_._ gammg
fo~_e r, foreigners, or aeeb t~ir f~~
··. · ·-~·-•; ,_·res
·bl~ ').ana~: Among- .tho,se sh'ip ·and goodwill. · He i e ~

RECENT

reports from MidChina
indicate
that
the
breach between General Chiang
Kai-shek and his adherents on the
one hand, ·and the communist elements in the Kuomintang on the
other is widening.
Drastic action, in the course of which fifteen "Red" unionists are reported to have been killed, :has been
taken at Shanghai, resulting in
attacks upon every known Union
centre, the rounding up of hundreds of "red" agitators, and the
seizure of laTge quantities of arms
and ammunition: Similar action
is reported front Hangchow ; and
in Swatow and Canton the tension
between the extremists and the
moderates is such that a contlict
may occur at any moment.
fo.
several up-river centres antagonism between "reds" and moderates appears to have developed,

i~·._. _~._· _·.:
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ed. on hNuin g of the raid on the
Soviet ]~m bassy' s premises in Peking, to have addressed to Comrade ·c hernykh a message of sympathy more effusi ~·e than that telegraphed
by Comrade Eugene
Chen, attr:ibuting the entire blame
to t~e "imperialistic Powers," and
e~dmg a long t~rade against them
with an expression of "my friendly ann sincere consolation." The
inc:on~i~tency between attempting
to drive. m1t the Soviet agitators
!rom the K,1om~ntang, and grievrn g· over the trials of the Soviet
En_thassy in Peking, scarcely requues any emphasis.
The latter
there is no reason to doubt ha~
been working in the closest touch
with tl1e Soviet agents in Hankow, and cannot view with ap]>roval the attempts now being
ma,le_ h~ General_ Chiang Kai-shek
to elm11nrd.e their influence from
the "Nationalist" Government. It
·se~ms possible that personal animosity or personal ambition, rather
th:m any quest:ion of principle, has
actuate<l General Chiang in his
re<'ent actions against the "red"
unions at Shanghai and elsewh~re.
Obviously no military commander
would willingly tolerate the grotes(lUe pretensions and officious interference of these organizations,
when they rome into conflict witb
111.s own authority. But there is
no !~liable evidence, as yet, of any
desu~. on General Chiang's part to
-conc1hate the Powers whose rights
hnve been trampled upon and
whose nationals have bee~ outra1?erl, by mobs and soldiery under
, "'Nationalist" control.
.
General Chiang Kai-shek' s posi-

tion is u~doubtedly a difficult one.
~e has repeatedly professed that,
m contrast with the Northern militarists. he acts under orders of
a~ _E:xecut.ive composed mainly of
mv1hans.
He owes most of his
military success to Bolshevik assistance, not only in the supply of
instructors, . . military
advisers '
arms. mumt10ns etc., but also in
the d-irection of that insidious and
far-reaching propaganda which
has en~bled him to occupy, with0~1t res1sta~ce, cities and even provmces which could easily have
heen defended by the forces originally available for the purpose.
.And uow, just as matters between
himself and the Wu-Han extremists have come to a head, the "Nai.ionalist" iorces have suffered a
crushing defeat on the North bank
of the Yangtze, and may be compelled to evacuate Nanking and
Chinkiang. The extremists have
provided most of the driving
power in the campaign which
brought the "Nationalist" forces
int'? a~d down the Yangtze Valley.
.Ag1tat10n, propaganda and intim•
idation have produced greater
"victories" than any military operations.
Anti-foreign slogans
have time and again rallied waverers to the "Nationalist" cause
appealing as they do to the innat~
prejudices of the Chinese people,
and temporarily distracting attention from the defects of the Kuomintang organization, and the sufferings of Chinese who have been
subjected to the tyranny of the
mob and of the labour unions.
Sha!Ileless and unscrupulous mendacity have been employed in
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LfES AND

SEDITION IN HANKOW,

(Tient.�in, April 15, 1,927).

A PERUSAL of the latest issues

of the People's Tribune, which
desc1ibes itself as "the organ of
Chinese National opinion," makes
it quite clear why the American
and British owned newspapers in
Hankow have been suppressed. A
journal that lies so persistently
and flagrantly as this Nationalist
"organ" would become the obje::t
of general ridicule if even a small
percentage of its readers had an
opportunity of disrovPring thP
truth. Its lying, moreover, 1s
neither consistent, nor artistic. On
March 24th Trilnme reported that
"official tele_qram.� to the Central
Executive Committee from Gener
al Chen Chien, Sixth Revolution
ary Army, report the rapture of
Nanking Tuesday t-vening'' (1·.e.,
March 22). It was added that
Nanking had beeu entered hy the
"Nationalists" on 'fnesday even
ing, that reports received indicated
that Nanking had been practically
evaruated before the arrival of the
Revolutionary forces at Hsiakwan,
that large forces of Northerners
had crossed the river on the 21st,
and, that they had created a reign
of terror in Nanking, killing and
looting indiscriminately. Such are
the "facts" regarding Nanking re-

ported in the Tn"hnne on the morn
ing of Ma:rch 24, by which time,
ac·cording to its own statements,
the Revoh1tionary forces had been
in occupation of Nanking for at
least 36 hours. That day came the
first news of the Nanking outrages,
which were featured in the next
issue of the T1·ibune (March 25)
under the heading ''Northern
Troops Loot Consulate Offices in
Nanking, Say Reports." A sub
heading stated "Sta:ffs Taking RP
fuge Outside Walls Under Protec
tion of Nationalist Forces.'' The
previous day's "official" reports
aie explained away ,with the naive
statement that <lThe report pub
lished yesterday that the city had
been taken by the Nationalist
troops has proven premature. The
Nationalist troops are just outside
the wall." By some oversight it
is not stated which part of the
wall. 'l'he statement, however,, is
made that "All the Northerners
still outside the walls when the
Houtbern troops anived at Hsia
kwan Tv.e••lay (i.e. the 22nd), have
been eitht::r killed or taken prison
er and disarmed. Hsiakwan, a.!
reported 9e.,terdo.y, i.� in fidl po'.,_
session of the Nat1·011alist troops,
which a.re preparing to lay siege to
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N anking. • Now Hsiakwan, the
business suburb on the water-front,
was also the scene of systematic
violence and looting by Chinese
10ldiery. The Bridge House Hotel,
and the International Export Company's premises are both in Hsiakwan, and both were entered and
looted. Does the Tribune seriously suggest that these outrages were
c_o mmitted by N orthem ttoops
forty-eight hours after the ''Nationalist forces" had occupied
Hsiakwan and killed, or disarmed
ad taken prisoner "all the Northerners still outside the walls?''
The Tribune is filled from cover
to cover with anti-foreign, and
especially anti-British articles,
many of th.em, we regret to say:
culled from British or American
papers or ~ontributed by Americans
or Britons. Prominent position for
i11Stance is given to an alleged de.«)ription of British prison-life supplied by the United Press, from
which we·: learn that in England,
!•Jailers, armed with rifles in addition to a 'sap'solid rubber
ttuncheon' hanging from the tromer
1-lt, watch, the gang with alert~'818.
Any slacking is the signal
for bringing . the 'sap' into play.~'
Anyone ·t a~liar with the ·stringent
British pri&()n ·regulations will, of
oourse know · that the · statement
tliat watders are permitted to aa~ t luy:cotivictawith a "sap"' or
t,tt.'1•ataer implement, is a barefaced
ohancterise it 88 BUCh,
~~,~~ ;-:.11uf,.1Juitect.- ·l'?M

u.~, · we

.

thinka fit to circulate a falsehood
of this type P It is characteristic
of this type of journalism that a
paragraph beginning "the working
hours are not long'', is headed
"Long Hours."
Pride of place for virulent falsehood, however, must be accorded to
the traitor, Tom Mann, who having reached Hankow from Moscow,
100 Canton, and thus escaped arrest and deportation, announces
that he has been "sent to China by
· the revolutionary workers of England to encourage the Chinese peo•
ple to fight British imperialism to
the bitter end.'' To deal in detail
with his scurrilous and lying contribution to the People's Tribune
would occupy more space than we
can .afford, but a few typical pas111..
age&-8ufficient, we should think,
to justify drastic action on the part
of the British authorities-may be
quoted here:

The peace Treaty of Tientaia (18s,J
opened the doori to the imperialiata.; for '8
import of Christianity ad Opium _. Cina.
0De of the · parqrapbs of thia 1'--, ~
ferbida the Cbineae to call thi .
ben by their

n.::

true ....... . . . .

,

.

•

iana. ...
In 1863 the infamoua Col-t--,.-~
became the head oi the camatier-reYolutioMir
umy . . . •

Kti.-

Aft• the world war Great 'Britain:
1:, eupported the caunter-nwlutiauly ...,..

meata in China, ;u.t .. it haa wppo1tecl ..i
iMtipted the comtter-reYolatioauJ -~
menta in Rllllia. British __., MCI. 8riM
to w. N-fa
_.. a..cw........:. _. . . ...__

.....-iii• - - -,plied·
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who tried to cruah the nationaliat revolutionary movement.
In the great Railway•
men', atrike (Peking-Hankow) in 1922, the
Britiah imperialist, were behind the atrocities
of Wu Pei-fu, who executed the leaders of
the 1trike.•••
Upun our arrival at Hankow we were
1hocked by the news that the British imperialiats have actually bombarded Nanking at
the time when that city was passing into
the hand1 of the national revolutionary
troops. The telegraph also brought the news
that British airplaines and British gunboats
bombarded thousands of peasant families in
the Hui Fang district of K wangtung province, killin1r upward of one thousand people.

t
e

Compared with these atrocious
lies, the publication of which at
this juncture by a renegade Briton
should expose him to the maximum
penal ties laid down by the Order
in Council, the effusion of Earl
Browder, .American communist and
ex-convict, in the same issue of the
Tribime, reads more like a Sunday
~chool lesson. But it is shameful,

neverthel
fo· think that hyphenated Brito
and Americans like
Tom Mann, Earl Browder, and the
Prohmes, not to mention certain
m1ss10naries who ought to know
better, are e:r;.gaged at a critical
time such as this when the lives
and property of their fellow-country men and women are in hourly
peril, in vilifying their nationals
and their Governments, and inciting the Chinese extremists to further excesses. It seems high time
that the American, as well as the
British, Governments devised effective methods for dealing with
those of their nationals who openly
engage in inciting the Chinese to
further
anti-foreign
outrages.
These activities would not for a
moment be permitted in their native lands, and in China, as long
as extraterritoriality remains in
force, they deserve an,d should receive swift and drastic punishment.
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HANKOW & NANKING.
(1'ients1·n, April 18, 19.'27).

AS

a book of nursery rhymes is
not included in our reference
Fbrary we are unable to quote,
with certainty, from the historic
poem describing the arrival of the
ammrils in the ark. We cannot,
for instance recall whether when

"the animals went in five by five,''
''the chimpanzee was the last to
arrive'', or '' some were dead and
some were alive." But to the
best of our recollection when they
received orders to enter in fives
they did so. Not so the Hankow
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Consuls ! It is d i - to im- sular officials entrusted with such
q,ine anything more W vile, more a duty ~hould have followed each
undignified, than ·the . a;cceptance other meekly to the office .of Comby the Consuls of the five •aggriev- rade Chen, like sha~ef aced schooled Powers <>f Eugene Chen'~ boys,, would seem .incredible-if it
orders that they were to wait upon had not actually happe.n ed: It was
him at his office at half-hour in- one of those clumsy blunders
tervals. Comrade Eugene, indeed! which encourages the Chinese exmust now be kicking himself that tre:m.iste4 to believe that thel can
he did not carry his arrogance a continue to af!mnt and defy the
step fut'ther and enjoin twenty- Powers without any fear of the
four t.r forty-eight hours intervals consequences. The duplicate notes
for the presentation of the Powers' which it was intended to pre•nt
demands, for there is every , reason to Geneml Chiang Kai-shek, could
to suppose that we should then not be handed to him on the date
have learnt that ''the animals' went fixed. as he had already left for
in one by one" at the presc~ibed Nankmg·, hut the Foreign Consuls
intervals, humbly asked to be at Shanghai appear to have visited
allowed to present the Notes for- General Pei Chung-hsi, General
Chiang's representative, in a body,
warded to them by their Governments, und backed out bowing, nnd delivered the Notes in each
with humble apologies for their other's presence.
intru~ion. The &nkow ConsulR
Having presented their dem-l n.is
walked into n hap which an)· · at Hankow in this apolo~etic
feeling of self-respect-any con- · manner, the Governments con•
&iaeration for the interests of their cerned could haTdly have expected
re.,pective governments~ sho'Vd th,t they would receive a favourhave enabled them to avoid. They f\ble reply. And they have not.
were the representatives of (.fo~ .. The reply to Great Britain,
er-n ments whose nationals had been summarized in a wireless me88":lge
outraged and murdered, whose which appears to-day, is impudetlt
property had been wantonly looted and unBhtisfactory. .Only th~ ,.f>.
and destroyed by ''Nationalist'' ligation to make reparation for
troops. The identic Notes with the dall).age don~ to the British
the delivery of which they were Consulate at N anking is recognizlfit,uted ~ demands . whic'h, _e,<J~ In re.prd to other _injutj~ . W
· ·g)l. :&tU,di~y ·_ moderate, wets the.''Pi'rso'Jls, and damage to )Jf
. ~. ..~.,...ti.•e character, and were
· ,_. · ··iec\ J>y. tlareats of further proJi~,iy , . !>t British , 's11b~
reparation ': is . to · be c()l); . -~
" •'_r~ ".', t •·· event of f~ilure
onJ,y;
. where , it can . be__ ·pi).y -. and sat1Bfa.et.o.ri•
thet . -th~1,_. injuriu -or_
That :.~
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have
not
been
ca used
by
the Anglo-American- bombardment
of N anking, or by Northern re bets
and agent..s provocateurs. The
guilt of the "Nationalist forces"
is not admitted, and a "cock and
hull'' story a bout the rounding up
and capture of. approximately 30,000 Northern trnops in N anking
city is put forward. It seems
troops
strfl,nge that Northern
should, for the purpose of looting
and outraging foreigners, don
Southern uniforms, with sandals in
place of boots, and acquire, overnight, a Hunanese, in place of a
Northern, accent. In an e:ffort to
confuse the issue, it is suggested
that an International Commission
of Inquiry should be instituted to
investigate the circumstances of
the bombardment of N anking on
March 24 by British naval forces,
as well as ~hat Comrade Chen d~scribes as "other outrages" committed by the British armed forces
at Shameen and W anhsien. ·rhe
reasons why u Commission :Jl
Inquiry in regard to the Shameen
incident cannot be considered were
fully explained by the British
Delegation at Canton in July last
year. The W anhsien incident has
nothing whatever to do with the
"Nationalist" Government.
1t
occurred in a territory over which:
at the time, the latter had no
control, and it would be JUSt u~
sensible to inquire into this incident in association with the
"Nationalist" authorities, as to

invite them to participate in an
investigation of the holding u1,
of the ,Japanese motor-ship Chow,
illaru, in Tientsin.
This
proposed
Internation:ll
Commission, and the evasion of thu
demand for a written apology and
guamntees from the Commanderin-Chief of the · 'N ationaliRt,
Army'', are merely attempts tr,
procrastinate. As a matter of fact
the said Commander-in-Chief uo
longer takes the slightest notice
of any orders issued from Hankow,
so that what he does or does not
do it entirely beyond Comracle
Chen's control. It is noteworth:(
that while there is a grudging exprestJion of regret regardin~ the
attack on the British Consulate tt
Nan.king, no regret appears to
have been expressed for the
murdering and outraging of Br1. tish subpects, and the destruction
of their property.
· Chen repeats his usual humbui
about not contenancing "the use
of any form of violence and agitation against foreign lives and pro~
perty." .T his glib liar, as recently as March 26, told a member c,f .
the sta:ff of the People's Tribune
that the evacuation of Hankow
was "entirely unnecessary and
furthermore mischievous''.
i.[e
aBSerted that "Wuhan is the safedt
place in the whole Yangtze Valley. The idea of any conflict occurring in this section, with the
government functioning here, wait
beyond the range of probability.';
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Within a week of his making this
etatenlent the Japanese Conceset1;;1
was invaded by a mob, ,Tapanes'!
premises were burnt, and mo~t ,_,f
the Japanese community haJ to
be hurriedly evacuated. 'l'he fittal
paragraph of the Chen note, as
usual, attributes "the present
troubles between Nationalist China
and the Powers to the inequitable
treaties" and audaciously proposes
that delegates should be appointed to negotiate for the settlement
of the issue between the two countries. The British Governmen+
if we may judge from Sir Austeu
Chamberlain's recent statements in
the House of Commons, does not
regard the moment as propitious
for negotiations of this character
with• a ''Government'' which _. has
proved, on, every occasion on whicp.
it has been put to the test, unable or unwilling, to fulfil any obligations or promises, into which it
may have entered.
It will be remembered that in
addition to the parade of Consuls
at half-hourly intervals, to present
the Five Powers' demands to Chen
at · Hankow, duplicate notes were
handed to General Chiang Kaishek' s personal representative at
Shanghai. · It seems probable, in
view of the open breach that ha:1
now occurred between the faction
that
acknowledges
General
Chiang's leadership, and the WuHan . communists,· -that his- reply

•

•

' of '' a=. more satisfacterv

/4rt~~.-,}(.-:: t~ , even~,

·. th~

1-robleru confronting

the Powerf!

will be considerably -Jirnplitled.
The quarrel, ;t will be plain fo
the whole woritl, will be between
them and the Chinese communist.a,
and not, as the '\Vu-Han extremists would like to pretend,
between
the outraged Powers
and " China's
"Nationalists.".
The
moderate
elements
,1f
thPKuomintang, who
follow
General
Chiang's
instructions,
appear to have gained control of
the
situation
in
Shanghai,
Hangchow, Canton, and other
centres. If General Chiang offers
satisfactory reparations, apologies
and guara11tees, it will be open to
the P'l~,~rs to limit whatever sanctions l,ney decide to apply to the
Wu-Han communists. It will be
necessary completely to evacuate
Hankow, after which it will be a
comparatively simple matter to
bl')<'lrnde the Yangtze in the region of Wuhu or Anking, completely isolating the Wu-Han
"Government"
until · sufficidnt
for~ign forces are available for the
occupation of Hankow. Eugene
Chen's name does not yet figure
in the list of persons proscribed
by the Central ~ontrol Committee
of the Kuomintang at Nanking.
But his days now appear to be
numbered, and we may look for
the disillusionment of 'those credulous politicians in Eutope and
America who have regarded his
imp\ldent . an d verbose notee, ·~-

proof .,of ·.Jai1 'le~dership ·of ! ~Nii-

•
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alist'' China, 'and of the ability
of Mr. Chen of Trinidad to control
'the Cantonese · armies, and the

forces of disorder which Borodin
and his Chinese friends have un
loosed in Mid-China.

--➔)-••·•-�(--

AN INFAMOUS CONSPIQACY,
(Tientsin, April 21, 1927).

WE

printe d yesterday il translation of a portion of a
document found during the recent
raid on the premises of the Soviet
Embassy irt Peking which, if au
thentic, reveals in all 'its naked
ness, the dastardly character of
Soviet intrigues in China.
"\Ve
trust that at the earliest possible
date photographic reproductions of
the original, with definite evidence
as to the circumstances in which
it was found, will be published by
the Chinese authorities in Peking.
For years past the Soviet Govern
ment has impudently maintained
the pretence that its own activities
and those of the Communist Inter
national at. Moscow are separate,
and that it is in no way respon
sible for the latter.
This fiction
was exposed in Mr. Ramsay Mac
Donald's own Note on the notor
ious Zinovieff letter, when he
stated that the British Govern
ment ""cannot acc_ept the conten
tion that whilst the Soviet Gov
ernment undertakes obligations, a
political body, aR powerful as. it
self, is to be allowed to conduct a

propaganda. and support it with
money, which is in direct violation
of the official agreement." In spite
of the former Prime Minister's
official declaration in regard to the
Moscow
Government's
respon
sibilities for the Third Interna
tional, certaiD;, British lauourites
still profess to see a distinction he
tween the acts of the Soviet Gov
ernment and that body. As re
cently as the 4th inst. a Labour
member asked Sir A. Chamberlain
whether a statement he had made
referred to the Russian Oovern•
ment or the Third International,
to receive the reply: ''I am un- ,
ab]e to distinguish the responsibili
ties of the Russian Government
for action which they carry out
through their different ✓ organiza
tion."
The document of which we pub
lished a partial translation-a por
tion of it having been destroyed
by :fire-does not appear to be
dated, but that it is of recent com
position can be determined by the
fact that it refers to the Seventh
Plenary Session of Executive
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Committee of the CommUilist In
ternational, and also to the effect
of the overrUilning of the British
Concession at Hankow.
It is
marked-as it might well be
"very confidential," and purports
to contain instructions to the
Soviet Military Attache "which
vou will carry out," and which
�ppear to have been. drawn up_ uy
the Executive Committee ment10n
ed.
The first paragraph directs
that every attention "must at pre
sent be paid to lend the revolu
tionary movement in China an ex
clusivelv nationalistic character."
This is· to be done by carrying on
propaganda in favour of the Kuo
mi1ltang, "events at �ankow and
the position taken up m conse�u
ence of them by England" bemg
used as proof of the succe1:1s of the
nationalistic policy of that _party,
and of the weakness of the Euro
pean Powers. The �ext :mjUil�
tion is to "stir up anti-forelgn dis ..
turbanres in the territory occupi
ed by the troops of Chang 'l1 so�
lin '' obviously for the purpose of
embroiling him with the }'orei�n
Powers. Further, he is to be dis
credited by stigmatizin_g him as a
.
mercenarv of international cap_it
alists and imperialists, who hm
ders the Kuomintang in its w?rk
of liberating China from fore1g!1
control. The next paragraph 1s
missing, and then we.come to N_'o.
5-surely the most infamous 1;1junction ever issued to a� official
of a Forei�n Embassy, either �y
his own Government, or by . a
politiral body as powerful as it
self." It reads as follows :
The mus of the population muat by all

means be stirred up a11ain1t the Foreianen.
To thia end it ia nec�aary to cause the For
ei11n Powen to resort to repre11ive meuure•
durin11 public disturbances.

In order to pro

voice the Intervention o/ Forel/lf'I lroops, do
not shrinlc be/ore any measures, auch as loot

in1 and u,holesale m4Wdcre o/ Forei/lf'lers. la
case of

collisiona with F orei11D

troop• use

theae fact• for propa11anda.

Here we see the nefarious plan
actually adopted at Nanking en
joined upon an o�cial of the
Soviet
Embassy,
m advance.
"Looting and wholesale mas11ncre
of Foreigners" was attempted us
soon as the "Nationalist" forces
entered the city, and but for the
"repressive measures" ��opted by
the American and British war
ships, it is doubtful whether any
foreign resident would have escn\>·
ed alive. Sir Austen Chamberlam
was unable to say definitely in the
House of Commons that the Nun
king outrages had been caused by
the anti-British propaganda of
ag1mts of the Sovie� Governmeu�.
I£ proof of the gell:umeness �f ihJs
document is submitted to him be
will now be able to tell PaJlla
ment that what occurred ther� was
part of a deliberate pla.Jt, ioi,1.ed
uppn the Chinese from Moscow,
and to which an official of the
Soviet Embassy was �ii. accom
plice.
It is not suJllrlll\Ui t�at
thf' Soviet Embassy ha11 been "itli.
drawn from Peking. Had the sta_f
reniained Marshal Chang Tao.llll
would, in our opinion,. ban b�tn
fully justified in orderu�� the 1111m.-diate arrest of the '11htary At
tache for participation in a c on
.
spi racy for the massacre of lior-
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authorities, .if they are able to do
ao.. to produce conclusive proof
~ith the le~t possible delay. Dy
doing 10 they will brand the Soviet
u a pariah among the nationsnot only as a fomenter of disturb-

an<'.eA, but as an accessory before.
the fact in the murder of help~•
me11- ancl women, whose only of-.
fence is that they are foreigners in
a i:;trange land.

--~)---•·•-~"-(--HOSTES HUMANI GENEIUS,
(Tient,in, April 23, 1927).

THE

Ankuochun is now permit. ting the publication of photographic reproductions of certain of
the documents seized on the premises of the Soviet Embassy,
among them being the "infamous
instructions" issued under the
injunction ''very secret'' to the
Soviet · Military Atfache.
A.
facsimile of this document, which
is stained and burnt round the
edges, and partially destroyed,
appeared in a Peking contemporary yesterday. And it is understood that as the investigation
proceeds further disclosures will
be. made, and every facility given
to the public to judge of the
1.-. - -~_
:meness o_f the evidenc~. The
of ;documents found will take
. ·
.••, ·' · ~- time to· sort ~d translate,
~ :. 11c;,~ expeQ~ed to b~

· ·. ·. · ·~·-, /,r

Bolshevik villainy. Yesterday we
printed a summary of the list of
subsidies p~id by Moscow to the
Chinese Communist Party, and to
Marshal Feng Yu-hsiang' s Army
and the Second and Third Kuominchun-amounting in all to
nearly $814,000 for the six months
ending March, 1926. To-day we
are told that receipts have been
discovered proving that Li Tachao; the notorious Chinese communist who was arrested during
the raid, and is at present awaiting trial, was paid $200 per month
for his communistic activities, and
that a detailed plan for the overthrow of ·Gen. Chiang Kai-shek was
among the documents seised .in ·the
Military ,A ttach~'s office. · Oetta>~
of -· the. Foreign Legations •int~
r~l- ·i n Soviet. activities· bi- .- ~
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already been translated, and to
take photographs for transmission
to their respective .. Governments.
It appean to have . been a mo•t
fortunate "accident" that the
Chinese Police exceeded the
stipulations in the warranted countersigned . by the Doyen of the
Diplomatic Bo.dy, and visited the
Military Attache's office, in addition to ., private premises within
the old . Legation Guard Compound.
It seems a pity that passports
were issued to the Soviet Embassy
Staff before .t he .criminal nature of
th'8 Military Attache's activities
was revealed. . Diplomatic. immunity is not, and was never inteJ).ded to be, extended to officials
of a foreign State who are actively
engaged in conspiracies against
the Government to which they are
accredited, '\l;)lo are engaged in
subsidiiing and · directing the activities of its enemies, and who
seek, by the most unscrupulous
and infamous metliods to embroil
that country with other friendly
nations. If proof exists-of which
there now appears little doubtthat the Soviet Military Attache
auid other officials of the Embassy
were engaged in such activities,
not a passport, but a warrant for
their arrest, should have been
issued by .the Peking Government.
The precipitate flight of the Soviet
Embassy officials can now be
understood.
But the whole
civilised world would have rejoiced

if the Peking Government •had
arrested, and tried as. commo1l
malefactors, those of the Embauy
staff against whom it had .proof of
complicity in anti-government, ,and
anti-foreign conspiracies in this
country.
It wil~ be interesting -to see the
effect of the Peking revelations in
Europe. America, wis~ly as it
has proved, has steadfastly refused
to enter into any official relations
with these enemies of the human
race at Moscow. Every Government which iias been inveigled
into the recognition of the Soviets
has had cause to regret doing so.
l'o Moscow a Treaty of recogni- ·
tion, imposing mutual obligations
on both parties, is merely a means
to an encl-the furthering, regardless of the most solemn
undertaking~ to the contrary, of
internal disorder, communism,-and
~orld revolution. To the British
and Chinese and the Japanese
Governments, Moscow ha!t given
most solemn pledges to refrain
from hostile activities directed
against them.
To China this
pledge was given in two separate
agreements,
th~ Sino-Russian
Agreement signed in Peking on
May 31; 1924, and the Mukden
Agreement of September 30 of
the same year. In each case the
undertaking read :
The Covernmeata of tbe two Contnctias
, Parties mutually pied., themaelYes aot to
permit, within their reapective territori11, tM
· ·uiatence and/ or activities of an7 ~ •

